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UDAY MARCH 21, 1958
10:45 Tsrrytooris
11:00 Jimmy Dean Show
PM, SATURDAY
12:00 Gunfighters
1:30 The Visitor
2:00 NCAA Swimming aria
Diving Championships
4:00 Big Show
a:30 Annie Oakley
6:00 Death Valley Days
6:30 Perry Mason Show
7:30 Top Dollar
8:00 Gale Sturm Show
8:30 Hese Gun Will Travel
9:00 Gunsinpke
9:30 The Gilts/ Ghost
10:00 Million Dollar Movie
145 Target You
11:30 Sign Off
es•.11
Ire
f Stars
Lee
iyhouse
IMPLEMENTING A MOTTO
ATLANTA le -County Com-
missioner James H. Alldredge is
displaying a big wooden salad
spoon decorated w:tih a red rib-
bon. The spoon was a it& *sin
ohow c menigssiners who nave
heard Alditt•Ige loony times ex-
pense -ists-nalset m._tadatiali4at.
the saying "Everylsuly should
be. ftsd ow. of the sume spoon."
ORIENTAL MIXUP
NEW YORK Et iltunnit
Atsth ivity currently is display*
ing subway car posters urging
New Yorkers to ride the stab-
suys and visit Chinatown. The
ixotteirs are dee:i.rialkd with a
ira wing ,y1 kinYan:i - gafbed
Japanese girl.
INDIANS HAD TB
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Ift - T.
M. N. Lewis, a Untiveruity
l'enn.ssace arithrsvellogist, says
he Vas found evidence stsat the
American Indian guttered from
tuberculoks long before the
e man arr. % '
NOW DEALERS IN
rye Roofing Products
.argest Manufacturet
)halt Roofing and
alied Products
• roofing needs, whether shingles
Bonded Built-Up Roof. We can
I;iant 3-tab 290-lb. Strip Shingles.
•alue Bonded Protection.
!1Q-lb. loon sq. 
per sq. 
sofing 55-lb. per sq. 
)ofing 45-lb. per sq. 
$6.25.
3.15
2.35
1.90
Felt 15 & 30-lb. ..  2.40
'Cement 5-gal. can  4.50
ment 1-gal. can  .95
*ling Supplies,
rs - GOODYEAR FLOOR TILE
sad Phone 997
lotirtdat)
rih -
:61 Irv./
Mill Sell"
DUR MONEY
SS OLDS 98 Sedan. 2-tone green,
All power: Nice cur.
55 PACKARD 4-dr. Sedan. 2-tone ,
blue. Clean as a pin. • •
54 DESOTO 6-cylinder. New/blue
paint. Lopka like new.
53 OLDS 98 4-dr. Blapk, nice CRT.
Ky. license.
53 OLDS 98 4-fF. Light blue, all
power. Reddy to go!
53 OLD548 4-dr. Local car,
lie se. Blue and white, well
iuipped.
51 OLDS 2-dr. Nice car.
49 CADILLAC 60 Special. Sen-
_ ickable car.
OLDSMOBILES
TOR SALES
Phone 833
4
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LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PA GE THREE
POWERFUL DAVIES PANTHERS DOWN BENTON INDIANS 65 49
Poor Inside Shooting And Excessive
Fouls Takes Toll On Benton Tribe
Ronnie Babb And Ab Davis
Named Co-Captains At MSC
4
RONNIE BABB
Mayfield, Ky.
Halfback
Ronnie Babb, Mayfield, and
Ab Davis. Covington, Term., were
named MI-captains for the 1958
Murray State College football
team at the MSC athletic banquet
last night.
Bill Nina. Sturgis. of the foot-
ball team, and Quitman Sullins,
Liiiora, Ark., of the basketball
teNn were named most valuable
to their respective squads and
awarded the Bill Hunt Trophy
for most valuable player.
J. D. Burdin, a member of
the football team from Paris,
. Tenn.. arid Gerald Tabor, a
member of the basketball team'
from Marion, were winners of
the Paducah Sun - Democrat
Awards for scholastic and ath-
li‘ic achievement.
Johnny King, Paducah. was
announced as captain of the
tennis team for this year.
The banquet, which honored
partticipants • in all spores at
Murray was attended by nearly
two hundred members of MSC
athletic squads and their guest,
faculty members, and press rep-
resentatives. Warren Foster, At-
lanta, Georgia, w a s .principal
goaker. s
Football lettermen honored at
the banquet included Ronnie
Babb; J. D. Burdins Charles Bush.
Cadiz; Cleatus Cagle. Alamo,
Tenn; Corky Carman, Jackson,
Tenn.; Jimmy Chapman, Coving-
ton. Tenn.; Ab. Davis; Carl Fod-
deter, Belmar. N. J.; Wade Harp-
er, Cairo, Ga.; Bill Hina, Charles
Hine, Sturgis; Don Johnson, Pa-
ducah, Marvin Kaise?. Sterling,
It; Jim Lance, Evansville; Bobby
ffason, Humboldt, Tenn.; Jack
Morris, Flora, Ill.; Gordon Perry,
Petersburg, Fla.; Ronnie Phil-
lips, Vero Beach. Fla.; Charles
Quertermous, Sturgis; Lee Smith,
College Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
Iktional Invitation Tournament
At New York
Semifinal Round
Xavier (0.) 72
St. Bonaverstur 53
Daysia 80 St. .fohn's (N.Y.) 56
RAMS SIGN ROOKIES
LOS ANGELES aft - Three
cipkits - halfback John. Baker
IT North Carolina, 'halfback
George Colbert of liOenver U.,
and end Clint Westmeyer of St:
Ambrose Cuter, - have signed
1958 contracts with the Los
Angeles -Rams, giving the club
12 rookies tinder contract. ,
AS DAVIS
Stanton, Tenn.
Guard
Union City, Tenn.; Don Sparks,
Mayfield; Dick 'Stout, Murray':
Jere Stripling, Nesebern, Tenn.;
Bob Toon, Fulton; Bill Taylor,
Evansville, and Calvin Vest, West
Point, Miss.
Basketball lettermen honored
at the banquet were Dale Alex-
ander, Murray; Terry Darnall,
Hornbeak, Tenn.; Tom Darnell,
Horrtheak. Tenn.; Eugene Hern-
don, Almo: Quitman Sullins;
Gerald Tabor; Ralph Teter. Mid-
dleton, Ind.; Joe Willmore, Carls-
bad, N. M., and Ken Wray,
Wingo.-
L. 
Whatever
Happened To
By United Press
Arnold Galata, one of a long
line of star athletes out of Do-
nora. Pa., starred at quarterback
for three Army football teams,
winding up in 1949 as a 4ember
of the United Press All-America
team. A fine field general as
well as passenger, he took time
out from his football career to
serve in' Korea where he pitched
grenades with the same deadly
accuracy as he had a football
at West point. Arnie tried pro
football with the New York
Giants in 1953, with SanFran-
cisco in 1954 and spent two years
in the Canadian League before
retiring.
Whatever happened to Arnold
Galiffa? Today the ex-Army star,
who played in only three losing
games in three. seas as a
collegian, corniaanzii
executives in his town.
MACKAY WINS 'TWO
ANDRIA. Egypt fir -
S. Davis Copper Barry Mac-
Kay of Dayton. Ohio, won two
matches Wednesday in the Alex-
andria International tennis tour-
ney. ̀ MacKay. America's most
promising young tennis 'player,
whipped Mos Plecevio of Yugo-
slavia. 6-0, -.7-5. in singles play
and then teamed with Orlando
Garrido of Cuba to win a doubles
match over an Egyptian team.
Tigers Look
For Help
In Infield
iPitching Is
Weak Spot
Of Cinci
By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Press Sports Editor
LAKELAND. Fla. - The
Detroit Tigers- have turned to
the National League in their
search for infield help.
Johnny MeHale. the energetic
young general-manager of the
Tigers, disclosed that he has
been talking. with. Brooklyn and
at least one other National League
team.
"We need some 'ipfield re-
serve help and I haven't been
able to make a deal in our
own leagus." Meliale said. "I'M
gulag talk to the Red Sox
again.but the prospects of mak-
ing a civil' wilTi them are not too
bright.
Doubtful, but Trying
"Ifs alse_doubiful whether we
will - be able to get the kind
of a man we want waived
out of the Natiunal League, but
we are trying..' •
Manager Jack Tighe seconded
Metiale's opinion that Detroit
needs te_ good utility infielder.
"I'm all set for starters, but
if one of my Lair _regulars
should be injured for any length
of time, we really would be
hurting." Tighe said. He has
Gail Harris, the former Giant,
back of Ray Boone at first,
but nothing much to help out
Frank Bolling at second. Billy
Martin at short and Reno Bertoia
at third. • , •
"Of course, in an emergency
I could brizisin Harvey Kuerin
from the outfield to play short-
stop and shift Martiw to either
second sir ithird, but I'd rather
not do that."
Kuenn was 'the regular De-
troit shortstop for five years,
but was shifted to center this
spring.
Looks Good
"He looks real good out there
and he'll do the job," Tighe
said. "He told me he hoped
he would stay in the outfield
and I told him I'd, keep him
there. But (know Harvey would
be glad to go back to short
on a temporary Oasis if we
needed him."
Right n ov, the leading infield
reserve candidates a r e Steve
Boros, who hit only .146 in 24
games With the Tigers last year,
and Inman Vent- rho Pm': even
en the Tigers roster. Veal played
with Charleston last year.
"He's a real good glove man
at short and could di, the )tib
in the field," Tighe said, "but
he'll have to improve his hitting
a whole be: If we can't make
a deal, htiwever. we'll be forced
to keep him."
tEttl- COMPLETES SQUAD
NEW YORK - The West
team for the annual East-West
All-Star Fresh Air Fund college
basketball ga m e at Madison
wire Garden Starch 29 Was
templeted Wednesday WhriCilbb
Plump, of Butler and Jick Migi-
litz of St. Louis were named.
They joined Archie Dees. Indi-
anarHub Reed. Okklahoma City;
Dave Gambee, Oregon State: Red
Murrell. Drake; Gene Brown and
Mike Farmer, San Francisco: Ray
DeWitz. Kansas State, and .11e
Stevens. Wichita.
'IRISH ELECT
SOUTH BEND. Ind - Tom
Hawkins and Gene Duffy, two
of Notre Dame's lisp players
during the pas season, have
been elected co-tains of the
1958-59 Irish basketball team.
s •
•
Riverside, Cal.-This strange looking vehicle, called the 
Glass Slimer.becaine of its shape,
broke the world's record heic for the two-way kilometer. 
Driven by' Ed Cortopassi, it averaged
118.428 miles pe,r hour from a stamliog start. Cortopasst ca
ptured the recolit for the United
States using onry Amei lean made products. Ills racer was equipped 
with Firestpnr tires-the
isarne tires used at Monzir, Italy, last year to shatter the 
world's 500.mile speed record.
By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Press Sports Editor
TAMPA, Fla. 415 - Pitching
cost the Cincinnati Redlegs any
chance of winning the National
League pennant last year and
is quee likely to plague them
again this season.
Although they made a number
of off-season deals, adding six
pitchers from other major league
teams, the Redlegs' staff still
is far from first .grade and
they sacrificed some of their
power -in those trades.
However, Manager Birdie Teb-
betts pointed out the: pitching
was and still migh! be his major
need and says he still feels
the club has enough hitting
strength even without Wally Post
and big Ted Kluszewski.
Trade Away Power '
In an attempt oe remedy. that
weakness. Post was traded to
the PhillieS- d Kluszewski,
rwilose baseball career is, in
jeopardy because of a back
ailment,-w as traded to the
Pirates. Those trades took two
mighty bats outsnl tjie Cincinnati
hitting aray.
Tebbetts is dounting on Bob
Purkey, obtained from the Pi-
rates, and Haddix for starting
pitching roles. He hopes that
trades Willard Schmidt and Bill
Wirth: will solve his bullpen
difficulties.
For other. starters, Tebbetts
probably will call on holdovers
Brooks Lawrence (16-131, Tom
'Acker (10-5), Joe Nuxhill (10-
10).' John Klippstein (8-11) and
Hall Jeffcoat (12-13).
Tebbet ts said that he might
use both Klippstein and Jeffcoat
as relievers as well as starters,
depending upon how He r s h
Freeman, his bullpen ace- of
1956. makes out.
Depth at First
To replace Kluszewski al first
base. Tebbetts has George Crowe,
who batted .271 in 133 games
last Year. Dee Fondy, who also
ran play the outfield and big
Steve Bi lko; who hit 56 home
runs and batted in 140' for the
Los Angeles club of the .Pacific
Coast League last season, are
back of Crowe.
The rest of the Infield is
se' with Johnny Temple at sec-
ond. Ray McMillan at short and
Den Hoak at third.
Frank Robinson will be in left.
field with Gus Bell in center.
Cincinnati'lhas the best catch-
ing in the league with two
power hitters, Ed Bailey and
Smoky Burgess the No. I and.
2 men. A lot of other clubs.
including the Dodgers, are trying
to get one of them. with Bailey
the main target. If one of them
Should go. there is a chance
Dutch Dotterer. up from Nash-
ville where he hit .302, will be
retained.
•
e
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Valley League Basketball Tour-
nament to be held March 24-28
at the Carr Health Building gym
at Murray State College.
„Murray, partieipa:ing in the
league for the first year, had
an almost perfect season losing
only two games and winning
the seasonal championship.
The Knights, who dominated
the league-throughout the season,
test by a slitn Margin to hoth
Hogg the Druggist .and to Ben-
t( n. %iv-1Y is a'n odds-on fav-
orite to make tho sea on com-
plete with a sweep of the Atomic
tourney. The Knights will" meet
,Possum Trea in the opening
Repeats Honor , •
NEW YORK V -Right wing
Andy Balhgate, New York's top
scorer this season, was voted
the most valuable member of
the Rangers Thursday for the
secend straight time. Chuck Ray-'
ner and Lynn Patrick were the
only ether Rangers ever to earn
the distinction two seasons in a
row.
TOKYO CENSUS REPORTED
TOKYO It? - The population
of Tokyo. the world's largest
city. has climbed to 8.610.083 as
of Feb. 1. this metropolitan gov-
ernment reported.
Kentucky High School
Basketball Scores
By UNITED PRESS
First Round
Clay Ca. 75 Sseoli Hopkins 61
MssntScell 67 Hodgenville 61
Bawling .Green High Street 85
'Shelbyesille 73°
Hanel 87 Covington Gran.t 49
Davie- C,/urety 65 Berston 49
..
Today's Schedule
Quarter. Finals
, By UNITED PRESS
Se. Xavier vs Lekingtton Dunbar
Clay County vs Monticeltho 3:45
p.m. . Sir
Clark County vs High rent
730 pm.: Daviess Count
Hararsi 9:15 p.m.
Ticket Sales Boom
WASHINGTON-I? - The re-
ces si on Inotwilhstanding. the
Washringann t Redskins report one
of their biggest pre-season ticket
sales _today. The National Foot-
ball League team already has
passed the 15,000 mark, a goal
the) didn't reach last year until
Aug. 23.
Hammer Named
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa 5? -
Willard Hammer, assistant foot-
ball coach at the _University of
Oregon. was named head football
coach at Iowa State Teachers
Colleee Friday, replacing C. L.
(Buck) Starbeck. who died fol-
1( wing a hear: attack last Dec.
21.
Canada Victorious
PAISLEY. Scotland iti" Sid
Smith, Frank, Bonello and Harry
Seiden sebred in the last 10
minutes. to lead Canada's world
amateur hockey champions to a
9-5 win over the Paisley Pirates.
-5/ 
- • -
The Daviess County Panthers
eliminated the First Regional
'
Denton Indians in the concluding
,game of the first round of play
last night with a 65-49 trtiaph
at Lexington.
Although the Indians stayed
within striking distance through-
out the game, Ben:on never led.
The Marshall Countiaos made a
shaky start and the powerful
Panthers swept into an early
9-3 advantage.
The capable Benton squad, fell
to highly regarded Daviess Coun-
ty. a victim of poor inside shoot-
ing and an' excessive number of
personal foutg.
Coach Farris' Club trailed by
11ine points at the end of the
first quarter, 19-10. The Indians
were able to trim only two
points from the Panther lead
and dangled on the bottom end
of the 37-30 halllime score.
Daviess scored at the outset
of the third period to again
grasp a nine point advantage
but the Indians found a snore
normal stride and pulled within
one point, 41-40. But the clear
cut picture Benton had just
made for itself became foggy
again as Joe Dan Gold picked
up his fourth personal and was
sidelined. From bad to worse
went the story as Gemmel fouled
out a few minutes later and
Gold came back in but unable
to work aggressively for fear
of committing that fifth foul.
Benton stayed within striking
distance of death dealing Daviess
until the last four minutes of
the final canto. In the closing
minutes Benton cleared the bench
with substitutions and powerful
Daviess rolled away to amass
its final 16 point margin and
deo. ••••11Mr.IIMIIIMINEE1
Today's Sport P.
•
I Pr ads smumir 1
11111* Om amp 
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NEW YORK at -Sam Snead
may as well retire today and
the young guys like Ken Venturi
and Dow Finsterwald had better
resign themselves to scrapping
over second money.
The reason for this is that
Toney Penna. MacGregor's gen-
ius of the greens. has developed
a new driver. It's the greatest
boon to golf since 'girl players
were permitted to wear shorts
because with this club it is
impassible to slice.
And Old Fearless, who was
the model of this new slice-less
driver, is heading for the pro
tour.
Scot Was Wrong
Being the banana ball, or
slicing, champion of the world
is the only thing which ever
has stopped me from being the
new Vardon. Despite my innate
modesty. I must admit that in
every other department of the
game I am flawless. But, oh,
those banana -balls off the tee!
Like the time I stepped up
on the first tee at historic St.
Andeews. Wanting to hit one
within reasonable distance of the
fairway, I hold my ancient Scots
caddy:
"Boy. I'll drive with the two
iron."
lie shook his head and. hand-
ing me my driver, said grimly:
"Men. we don't do thot overrr
herrre!"
Shamed - into it. I u-sed the
driver with the expected re-
"stilts. It was the granddaddy
of all banana balls. On the
second tee, the ancient Scot
didn't say a word. But even
he had seen enough and tradition
went by the boards.
He handed me the two iron.
Shoots To Left
Naturally, when you have sts
a scandalous slice you get -in
the habit of "allowing" for it.
You aim far off to the left and
get a vengeful sort of satisfaction
when the ball curls over disaster
and plumps back in on the
fairway.
But when some accident occurs
under these circumstance and
!ma hit it straight you really
are in trouble.
Twice in a long career I have
hit straight drives. As I was
allowing for a huge slice, these
naturally were disastrous.
The first time was on a hole
with a busy highway on the
left. The ball took one bounce
on the concrete and went throogh
the windshield of a bus.
The second time I was playing
with Tommy Bolt at Boston. My
drive was a low line drive
foul of third base. It was chest
high when it struck a sweet
young thing of the mantlepiele
Mother always told me when
something hurt that I should
rub it. Naturally, I figured it
must hurt. I rubbed.
She slapped.
But all of these woes are
behind me and I' have visions
of ,.standing up there with a
modest smile while they hand
me the U.S.'Open Trophy.
The Knights Will Be
Tournament Hosts
The Murray Knights will be game Monday night. There Will
host to the third annual Aturnic." be two games each night with
the first starting at 7:30 and
the other at approximately 845.
Of the ten teams which make
up the league, only one. Cunn-
ingham. failed to complete the
season. According to an an-
nouncemeht by the league presi-
dent, Cunningham forfeited its
franchise and the PJC (Paducah
Junior College) "Irregulars" will
play in' place of the Cunningham
squad. .
The second game Monday night
will pit Hardin against' May-field
Sun-Drop to complete t)te open-
ing round of the five day play.
Tuesday's action finds Princeton
and Feast Construction (both
drew an upper bracket bye)
clashing in the opening lilt fol-
lowed by Hugis the Druggist
fighting it out with Benton (both
drew a lower bracket bye).
On Wednesday. Lyon County
takes on the Mtulay - Possum
Trot winner and Cunningham
tangles with the Hardin-Mayfield
winner. Semi-finals will be play-
ed on Thursday night and the
consolation arid championship
games are scheduled for Friday
night. The winner, runner-up.
and consolation winner, will all
receive a trophey.
Tournament officials are Joe
Fields of Gilbertsville and Al
Giordano of Murray. Admission
is 25 cents for students and 50
cents for adults
5., 4..
nrd,
We
drop the Xi•S'. ReenlicandidateN1
from the'rurtning. 015
Joes.Dan Gold led Benton with I
16 points and Dailey picked up '
14. Rascoe was high, for the
victors with 23.
By UNITED PRESS
The sparks were expected to
fly today when smooth favorites
bump into flinty underdogs in
the Kentucky High School Bas-
ketball Tournament as a trim-
med-down field of eight does
battle in the quarter final round.
St. Xavier, hoping to become
the first Lotiisville team to bring
the -gleaming trophy back to
the Derby City in 13 years,
squares off against Lexington
Dunbar, hopeful of becoming the
first Negro team ever to take
the title, in a flash of city
goliaths at 2 pm. c.s.t. ---
St. Xavier posted a lack-
luster 62-46 win over •Beaver
Dam and Dunbar polished off
Meade Memorial 82-60 in the
first round Wednesday.
Next up is under-rated Clay
County. which turned in a mild
upset by beating South Hopkins,
75-61, at its own game Thursday
morning. The 13th Region
champs outhit tutually• hot- South
Hopkins and finished with a
sizzling 59.8 shooting percentage.
Dors.ie Short led the Tigers with
21 points.
Clay County is matched with
Monticello at 3:45 p.m. -
The Trojans earned their quar-
ter finer:, berth by whipping
Rodgenville. 67-61, in the closest
tournament to date. Fred Fate
shoved in 30 points to lead Mon-
ticello. •
V thuroMng f;yored
• 87-49 on.a brilliant
32-point elf Jo by center Don,
Smith and Daviess County ended
the first round proceedings by
blasting undermanned Benton 65-
49. as tricky Bobby Rascoe led
the scoring with 25 points.
Benton Scoring
Dailey 14. Gold 16, Garnmel 8,
Peek 7, Peck 4.
Slick Clark County fairies with
high scoring Bowling Green High
Street in what perhaps will be
the hardest fought game of toi
day's schedule at 7:30 p.m. • -
Clark County ran its victory
string to 38 straight in whipping
Cynthiana, 71-50. The Cardinals.
the heavy favorite to take the'
big prize, - played without star
guard Joe Farris; who is ill
with flu. Two other regulars
were hampered by high tempera-
tures but played. Cynthiana stay-
ed with Clark County for the
first 12 minutes of the game
but couldn't hold the romping
Cards who were led in scoring
by Jerry Lorenz with 18 and
Charles Jett with 16.
High Street demoralized Shel-
byville by matching the Red
Devils point-for-point and win-
ning out 85-73 even though Shel-
byville hi! a good 52.7 per cent
of its shots.' The Negro club
from western Kentucky was led
in scoring by their littl; 5-91i
forward Parrish. who stuffed in
35 points, 24 of them in the first
half.
' Hazard, king of the mountains
and making 'its record 19th ap-
pearance in the tournament, tests
Daviess County in an east-west
duel that is sure to produce
some fireworks at 9:15 p.m.
Hazara scored a full-fledged
All-tars Ready
RALEIGH, N. C 114 - Temple
Tucker of _Rice and Nick Davis
of Maryland Wednesday were
named to the South team for
the annual North-Souh All-Star
celle-ge basketball game here
March 28 to complete the squad.
The game will feature 21 of
the nation's senior state. Everett
Case of North Carolina State
will coach the South team. while
Joe Lapchick of St. John's (N.Y.)
will coach the North.
Americans Win
SAN JUAN, P. R. 5? - Budge
Patty of Los A-ngeles aria_Uris,
Jack Frost of Monterey, Califs
and Earl Buckholtz of St. Louis
all scored victories Thursday in
the Puerto Rican International
Tennis Tournament. Patty, de-
feated Donald Bell of Bethesda,
Md.. Frost eliminated Mario Lla-
mas of Mexico and Buckholtz
beat Iyo Pimental of Venezuela.
FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA
ALWAYS BEST AT THE
SOUTHSIDEDRI VEIN
-
Harei Road Phone 1482 .
with a substitute
can you be sere
INSIST ON
GENUINE CAT
REPLACIAIENT PARTS
Protect your equipment and your
profits win genuine CAT ports
from Whoyne Supply
Iscalliell Woolens% ,n
S £6•11•14 • Swann Cairn
• giawsv,Ile Ind
Open 6:00 - Start 6:45
FRIDAY SATURDAY
2 GOOD-'UNS!
SEE
MOTION PICTURES
AT THEIR BEST
• IN COLOR
• On Our 80' SCREEN
Kids
In turmoil!
too musit
In by.
to think of
tomorrow!
1211MasSe
'n• .Airgrrivv
RORY CAHOON -PIPER LAURIE
DAR WM  AMEN liIMIES•13 Ira
SUNDAY-MONDAY 1st RUN MURRAY!
CARY GRAW
FRANK Snella
SOPHIA IPREN.
STANLEY K• RAMER'S
MONUMENTAL FILMING OF
THE RUDE and
IkE PAssrorts
• tochnit &or
It•I•owd Wes U., hod 5, SO1
You have never seen - it's like, . .
And may never see it's equal!!
; .10N-1-,r,••••••••••eleOFTW,..*
•
=MEN,
4
•
0-
(;F. FOUR
• •s.
••••
WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie Landolt, Editor Tea op lion* I 68.5
Kirkey PTA Hearl
- FFA Program At
Recent Meeting
•‘,
6.1•••••ent.
. 
gine, 
••••0•
Vigibup
Club Nem
The mernebrs of the Kuiesei
Parent - Teachers Asteuciation.
heard FFA boys present their
program and tell their ace 411.•
pierenents at a meeting recent-
ly.
Edredge Jerres vies elected as
&epee Star Farmer and Mts.s
Derrilyn Trease was chesen
chapter sweetheart.
Reprmen-.:n.g the FF.e club In
pub.lc speaking e-...11 be Bebby
Haa7ell' and dieng tmprtA
speaking well be Gary Key in
the annual FFA Day.
The Flather-Son banquet win
be held April 8 in the Wernane
Club House at 7:00 in the even-
ing.
Preszcling ear the 'PTA bust-
floss meet:rue was etre. -Harmen
RAYS.
Delegate. fer the epring con-
ference are Mesdames Stewart
Huckalav,  Gareande, Z. B.
Rlee-ele M. B. Rogers and Har-
m en Row.
Metsdames Jim Washer. Ken-
neth Paer.." and Hal Smeh are
to •hey Mrs. Oren Hull buy
supplies fel- the Home Eoono-
•
mem nem.
Refreshments were served by
the FFA boys.
Pleasant Grove Club
Has _lleet In Home
Of -Mrs. Clif Jones
The Plea_ne. Greve H sme-
makers Club met recently in
the heme of lites: t.on"erines:
Mrs.'. Dennis Beyd. president,
wended at the meeeng.
The devote-nal was ieven by
Mrs. Hie) are Mrs. Hilda Orr
presented the inajer peeve-. :e-
ase a. meal was prepared and
served.
Mrs S•.anley Grigan led in
the reeseat.ona. per ed. The ClaJD
voted on what members would
•er•Joy study-mg most in the corn-
ing year.
The herne demo:a:rue/on agent
was a guest at the meeting.
Landes-aping oces were reed by
Mrs. Au- rey McReynolds The
meeting ended grew s-ng.ng
led by errs. BM Orr.
The rex- meeeng wee be held
in •.he eerie of Mrs. 
BunCsiarn
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday. March 21
The Murray State College
hbrary open house well take
place trot 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pm.
All citizens elf Murray are cord*-
ally. invited to visit the library
and make use of its fateleies,
whenever they am. Henidey
C. Waodbridge is librarian In
charge.
. • • • •
Saturday, Mardi 22
The Donee aass of the Firet
Baptist Church will meet at 7:30
in the merrer.g for a breekfaat
at the Callegrate Grill. Group
VII is in charge with Mrs. Dey-
ee Morris as captain.
• • • • ••
The Alpha Deearenent of the
urray Vletniane Club will.
have a eptatluck supper at 6:30-
p.m. at the, club house. 
Planningconenittee is compessai Wan*
1.Villienese H. I. Sleciel. Rue Over-
by, and Carlisle Cutchi
ees 
n. Hos-
:w are Mies:lames C. L.
Sharixesatefe. Syla-ea Atkins, B.
Scherffru.s and Mimes Cappie
Beahe leattye Suter and Mary
Laestes. Speaker . wei
Alla Pressen of Murray State
Callege.
• • • •
Monday. Mardi 24
Quolie V of the Fee Metho-
else seeee Wq•C'e meet.
at 7:30 in Ihe everting in the
recreatesnal hall .of thu thurete
• • • •
Tuesday, March 25
--41,AgeW Book Club will
me. at .7:30 in the evening in
the home ef Mrs. Lillian Adams,
Ida- Mn. Street. .
• • • •
Tee Lydian Class of the Fre--
Bap-est Creirch will meet at 700
in -rhe en.r.g the trerive
f Mrs. A A Deherty. Group
, with Me Deherty as cep-
tar.. es ea charge.
Thursday. March 27
The Zeta Department . of the
Murray Wernan's Club will meet
eth everrr.g 'at 8700. It well be
an epen meeting anti the public
is invited to aeend• The pm-
gram will be given by Ar.r.
Cachran. Heisiesses- . are Mes-
dames J Baker Leeeten, C.
C. L ry. L. De,Mieer. Reber.
0.  NI.:lee 8:-11 Fe-Menem. and
Ace ICIfeRe7F11.1k.
• 
#.4
Ger•°•
•
t --
RED RADIANCE 
RED TALISMAN ' 
POINSETTIA 
E. G. HILL 
RED AMERICAN BEAUTY
YELLOW TALISMAN 
ECLIPSE - Deep Gold 
BETTY UPCHURCH Delicate Salmon Pink 
PINK RADIANCE 
WHITE AMERICAN BEAUTY • 
PERMANENT WAVE . Floribunda - Bright Carmen Clusters
KIRTSEN POULSEN - Floribunda - Bright Scarlet 
2 YEARS
No.1 grade
Ikole Departhere of the
Murray liVernares Club will
meet at 1:00 p.m. at the club
be-use for the annual luncheon
and program. Prof. Richard Far-
rell will be in charge of the
musical program. tee reserva-
tion_e. call Mrs. Maynard Rags-
dale before IVedneselay noon.
H-etessse are. Mealtimes May-
nard Regsdole. 0. C. Wells, H.
C. Cern A. F. Derare Leonard
Vaughn. R. L. Putnam and J.
Outland.
• • • •
The Magazine Club will meet
at 2:30 in the element in the
ehteray Feectric 2Eluilchng. Mrs.
E. S. Furgerson is hostess.
American Legion
Aruxiliary To Meet
-Monday, March 24
The American Legion' Auxili-
ary will meet ,Monday- eVening,
March 24 at 7:00 ek the evening
at the Legon homee
The theme a the pregrare
will be community service.
building a better America by
hcsIping improve t h e 14,000
American cerunienties in which
A.mereen Legion Auxiliary units
_lusettel. These acteielies will
be emphaeized through •tic the
nate n during Marc h. Mrs.
Claude Anderem. president ofi •
the local unit has announced.
Heeesse. will be Mtv,XEIGMCS
J .h W.lLasns. Pieter Kuhn and
George Weltarns.
.1Irs. E. A. Tucker
Reports On WSCS
.-lt Circle I Meet
Mrs. E. A. Tucker presented
:.he pregram at a recent meeting
of Ciree I of- the First Melte,-
dist Churates WSCS in the
church so&al bon Mrs. Burnett
Wigerfield was. h etess. -
Mrs. -Tucker gave the lath
annual report of the wemen's
deeteen ef chr.steen service.
Mrs. Ralpha Jena* led in the
dee ternal by eying :betides -en
"GiVII1g." Mrs. James E. Duiguid
gave the. mus.eal in of. the
program by etnieng a lase).
Refreshments were served at
the enter- .flf- the meeting.
-CLIMBE'RS-
BLAZE - Red
CLIMBING TALISMAN
PAUL'S SCARLET  
GOLDEN CHARM 
_
- PATENTED CALIFORNIA
CHARLOTTE ARMSTRONG (Tea) Cerise or
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.50
  ... 1.50
-C...  1.50
1.90
ROSES
Red
'Happiness (-Tea) Red 
MIRAN4bY (Tea) Dail( Red 
PEACE (Tea) Yellowish Pink ...
WHITE KNIGHT (Tea) ......
CIRCUS (Floribunda) Buds Red Flower Yellow 
FASHION (Floribunda) Pink 
MA PERKINS (Floribunda.) Shell Pink 
VOGUE (Floribunda) Salmon Rose,
TREE ROSES
.. • . • .
  2.25
2.00
2.25
2.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
2.00
 2.00
 6.00- each
SHIRLEY FLORIST
N. 4th ST. PHONE 188
Eva- Wall Circle .
Meets Recently With
Mrs. T. A. Thacker
The Eva Wall Cirely of the
Memorial Bootee. Church mot
recently in the home of Mrs.
T. A. Thacker at 203 in the
afternoon.
The pegram was opeped by
Mrs. J. W. Shelton. She read a
devetional and included the
ereipture taken frum John 17.
Prayer was led by Mrs. A. N.
Babb. Taking part in the pro-
gram were -Mesdames C. J.
Bradley, J. 0. Reeves, Crawford
Ray. arid Thacker.
Ilifre. Alfred Taylor, president
the circle, conducted t h e
bunnies meeting. The corrimun-
ty missions pmjeat for next
month 'ill be visiting for the
revival meeting of the church.
The program was: closed with
preyer by Mrs. Louden Stubble-
field and the meeeng was 
miesai by Mrs. Everett who led
its prayer.
. Ten members and one new
member. Mrs. Jim Davie-wort
were present.
• • • is
Murray Mfg. Wives
Club Meets Recently
.4 t Guest House
The- elur•ray Menufacturing
Wives Club met reeetatee at the
viata.--21 -meriabeis-
and the gip:et attenchng.
Hoetesees who welcomed the
gretip were Mrs. D. L. Divelbeas,
M. Torn Ernestberger, and
Mrs. L D. FSera.
Preceeding d.nner, Mrs. Rue
Overbey led the group. in tray-
Mrs. „elven Blakenship. presi-
dent of the club. presided at
the bute.neae mee..•- ng and made
severe anneuucements. A new
member was _iptreatinct.ide MX'S.
Jimmy Vance. and a vistior,
Mrs. Jahn Hutson, daughter of
Mrs. Lernel Yates, was wet..
cerned. - •
-Mrs. BebSmith read a brief
ItItury of the club entitled "The
Glance Up en The Pas:" corwnt-
of interesting dr.ngs the club
had participated in I's-waft the
brat meeting in 1953 to t b e
present 1958.
Felketeng the program. carde
-were played. The r.erot meeting
weel• be held April 21 at 6:00 in
the evening at the guest horse.
Hoetesses will be Mesdames Al-
-• Creche, Rik Gordon and
Ed Henden.
Present at the met-tog were
Mesdarne.; • Ellazeraineen. D.vel-
Dee• Erne-eberger. Fiera, Ger-
i:ion. Hendon, (.2verbey, Smelt,
Vance. Yates. JeCk Cothran.
Cletus Celsen, G. .S. CordreY.
Wyean Holland. Edgar Howe,
Al Kip, Vern Kyle. Hared Mom-
31 H. .Meeer. Bennie S.m-
rn'a.nNi.'ns Chegler 
• leturia., Frank
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, IrElsITUCICY 
Ywo A re. * Project
Leaders .At Recent
Meeting H'makers
Mrs. A)fred Taylor and Mrs.
Cliften Lee Jones were major
project leaders at a recent meet-
ing of the Harris - Grove Hume-
mokers' Club held in the home
of Mrs. Bill Wrather. The leteon
was on -Modern Food Prepare-
nun in Oven and Refrigerator."
A luncheon was served con-
• rug of food prepared by the
:„..issie asset' ed by Mrs. Bill
Wrather.
Program planning was voted
on for another year's eerie
Mrs. Floyd Taylor, vice presi-
dent, presided at the busintee
session.
'Me devotional was given by
Mrs. John Warren and the
thought for the month was read
by Mrs. A. D. Stark. Landairap-
ing metes were presented by
Mee. Alfred Taylor with recrea-
tion being led by Mrs. Eugene
Nance.Th  next club meeting will be
held in the (shine of Mi. John
Warren and everyone is invited
to ceme and bring visitors.
• • • • a
S• outh Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Sam Knight
The South Merrily Hornernake
ers • Club niet in the home of
Mrs. Sam Knight, Sote.h 15th.
recently at 10:30 in the morning.
Mrs. S. V. Foy segyAL es cu.
heetees.
The meeting was celled to
order by the preseckant, Mrs. N.
P. Cavie. The devotional wait
given by Mrs. Henry Hargis on
-Th nigfra Motivate Action."
Each member answered the
iriel_ecialleevith. "What Enjoy
M et OW of Doors". Fifteen
members were present. Visitors
were Mrs. Jithn Downs and Mrs.
Lewrence Overbey.
A luncheon of oven and re-
frigerator dishes was served by
the feed leader, Mrs. L. W. Fisk
and the hostesses, Mrs. J. D.
Meephy and Mrs. Foy. - - -
Mrs. Fisk gave the lessen of
ecicg' prepared and descerbed
the advantages of oven cooked
meals when freedom is needed
for a busy day. .w also in-
cluded the refrigerator in help-
ing prepare foods in advance.
Receipes were exchanged by
members. Mrs. Paul Haidgee led
the recreational period.
The eltila adjourned to meet
amnia in the home ef Mrs. Low-
ell King- Apre 10 at 10:30 i-seth
Dr. Sarah Hargis as 0-e-h.citest
• • • •
The nettle "penguin" is be-
1:eve:1 to have originated with
17th-century Spennah merge-
tors. who called the birds "ptn-
guInus." from lengtego" or
"losasy one."
• • • •
.1Irs.7.1. E. Cross Is
Guest Speaker At
Circle III lIeeting
Mrs. J. E. Cr se was giteat
spseker at a meeting of Circle
III ef the First' Methectise,
Church's WSCS Tuesday after-
n •en at. .2:30 in :he hi ene 4
llie-s. Cailie Jones. The speaker's
subject was "The Cress."
Mesa Mary Gregory, gal ea
i-scaliet. sang "Christ Of The
Cr es."
Mrs. D. L. levelbess, preedentt
if the circle, prettied at the
business meeeting.
Refreshments were seri ed to
:9 msenbers and leer gutets by
I
M re . e .nes and Mrs. Lea*
Brewn, cu.-er et see Guests were
Mrs. J. B.. Wilson, Miss Grebery,
3./r.. CCUSS and. Mrs. Andrew
Kettleberger of, Mansfield, Ohio.
b^91.41114ete efaireeweireareee
•-•-•
-- tie-wee-
•
Blaine $ 300.00
Wedding Ring $175
atni• gmlarg•cf to Oto0. dot•a•
Pi •••• Pr4.ral Tea
Always Easy Credit at
FURCHES
JEWi.LRY
S. 4th St. •P.b. 193-J
•
5
15
•
St. Patrick's Day
Party Is -Feature Of
Woodmen Jr. Meet
Si. Patrick's. Day party was
the special feature ore the Wood-
men Circle Junior meeting for
Mardi.
As the members and gues
ts
arrived, each was presere.ed a
small shianueek centered with a
tiny clay hat.
Docerating each station W3S a
large shameack and atreamens of
green crepe paper extending
hem corner to corner acmes
the hall.
.Misses Sandra Smith anti Judy
Shrue were in charge of dec-
oratione and the genes. The
centstat prize went to Miss Linda
Miss Sue Tripp, a new mem-
ber, drew the 25e door prize.
Ritualistic work preceded the
party 'activities with Mies Smith,
the Juniot predicts-he presiding.
The flag was presented by
Mon Leach Parley, the color
bearer.
Honored with songs and gifts
during the birthday celebration
were Misses Barbara Brown
and Linda Willoughby.
One new member, Miss Sue
Tripp, was initiated, with Miss
Arm Ruseell, grove chaplain,
leading in the pledge service,
arid Mies Fay Cole, captain,
directing the team.
Guests were Mrs. Genera
Hamlett. president of Grove 126,
Mrs. Ftebert W. Smith, and Pat
Dill.
Sentiveleh, cake and punch
were served during the Sk
hour by Mrs. B. Wall Moluen
and Mrs. Cwiild la Curd, super-
visors of the Junior gruwas.
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Rob Erwins Hosts
Poi 1.,uuk ,lupper
In Their Herne
Mr. and Mrs. Rub Erwin wer
e
entertained with a potluck sup-
Per in their home on the 
Hazel
itilleway recently. Guests 
were
the grandchildren of Mrs. Muz-
teta Grogan.
The reunion is an annual
event usually held at the Worn-
ants Club House during t It 
e
Christmas holiday, but beet year,
for several reasons., it WW1 not
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Gro-
gan were het to a pellet* sup-
per in January fur Mrs. Grogan
and her children. There were 12
children, 31 grandateldren anti
35 great -grandithediren, making
imoessible for the reunion to
be held in any one person's
home.
Following supper, the time
was playing cards and viewing
and making home movies. Pres-
ere were Mamie and Mesdames
Harold Grogare [km Grogan,
Bobby Grogan, Hal:fere Lovins,
Raul Wilton, Dave Thunpeon,
Billy Hargis, Charles Itherles,
Billy Edmonds, Turn Hughes anti
the hest and hostess.
• • • •
BRITANAIAS TO MIDWEST
LONDON (81 - British Over-
seas Airways Corp. announced
that turbo-prop Britannia air-
liners wil Ireplace Stratocruisers
on the nightly London-New York
service, starting in September.
The Britannia also will service
ther U. S. Miciweee flying from
London to Montreal and to De-
troit and Chicago twice weekly
starting in mid-April. .
Ginseng roots Masud in Ark.
• • • • are stepped to China for medl-
cal use.
Agriculture _Workers 
Get Apple Break
GENEVA. N. Y. - - An
"apple break" has replaced th
e
coffee break at the New York
State Agricultural Experiment
station here._ _
rndee the ustriqtfe plan, a dif-
ferent apple ierlety is &splayed
ditey in the laboratory of the
state me porn-, logy deperenene
where personnel have been ac
cuseiened to prop in for a brief
coffee break.
The offerings ineheie nce only
s•andard varieties, but new in-
treduations from the station's
fruit -breeteng program and even
old varie".ies Singer grown
commercially.
"The object of the apple
break in ad:tits-ex to its health-
prornoting aspects, is to tairelihar-
ize members of the pun okigy
department with the merits and
characteristics of different apple
varat pied a &pertinent
57k:.0Th.
PRINCESS' TORSO-Georgina
Moore, 20, the British girl who
posed for the recently displayed;
torso painting of Princess Mare'
garet, gives you this pose on a
stopover at New York's Idle-
wild airport She was en route
to Canada to do a mystery
guest appearance. Then back
to New York. (hiternattonal)
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
'HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WNBS
• • also •
WPSD-TV CHANNEL 6
PADUCAH
Each Sunday 11:45 A.M.
if-'111.00D-CRAZED APACHES SCREAMING
DOWN AMERICA'S LIFELINE!
TODAY!
& SATURDAY
JEFF MORROW • COLEEN GRAY
* AND *
'ROCK 'N ROLL' with Jayne Mansfield
,11111111PF.1111.-..-.
Ewe:MM.."
THE
GAL CAN'T
HELP IT
Lvle•
ALL and RUGREMNANTS
FROM A NATIONALLY KNOWN CARPET MANUFACT
URER
Reg. Price NOW
12.15.3 Natural Green 
12.7.8 Ocean Green 
9.8.10 Maple Sugar 
12.15.3 French Caramel 
15.7.5 Nutmeg 
15.14.4 Sandalwood 
18.6.11 Mint Green 
15.12.8 Rose Quartz 
12.8.3 Sandalwood 
.9.13 Rose Quartz 
15.15.11 Maple Sugar 
12.14 Cobalt Blue 
15.18.11 Honey Tone 
15.8 Nugget Gold 
18.6 Honey Tone 
12.7.1 Nugget Gold
15.5.5 Crystal Grey 
9.3.5 Sandalwood 
9x4.6 Desert Rose 
12.3.9 Fawn Beige 
9,4.6 Beige 
12.3.9 Caramel 
15.2.11 Willow Green 
12.5.11 Nutria Tweed  
12x3.8 Beige Tweed
12.3 Nutria 
12.3.10 Nutria  gr• • •
12.3.5 Sandalve00d 
-15.4.4 Nutria 
12.4.7. Cameo Selo.
12.5.11 Ocean Green
12.4 Timber Rose  
9.2.11 Grey  
15.2.8 Snowdrop Beige 
15.5.11 Snowdrop Beige 
12.5.11
9.4.11 'Almond Green 
12.2.9 French Caramel 
15.2.11 Linden Green 
15.3.1 Nutria. 
9.2.11 
2.8.9.3 Aguagreen 
9.3 Spruce Green 
9.5.11 Grey 
15.2.6 Beige Multicolor 
9.3.6 Beige Selftone  
15.4.2 Cerulean Blue  
14.2.9 Fawn Beige  
9x2.6 Ocean Green  
12.2.7 Rose Quartz
12.3.4 Beige
9.2.11 Sandalwood  
12.3.7 Maple Sugar 
15.4.4 Maple Sugar 
9.3.4 French Caramel 
133.58 99.95
76.65 49.95
66.23 44.15
172.81 101.65
105.06 61.80
268.76 191.12
192.39 124.47
284.99 189.99
148.50 99.00
240.50 130.00
434.76 238.75
308.06 186.70
520.25 315.30
251.65 106.64
198 00 108.00
155.76 75.52
101.58 34.31
36.56 12.35
50.60 17.10
56.25 19.00
53.80 17.10
69.75 19.00
77.80 18.47
82.85 29.98
51.35 18.58
42.00 15.20
53.65 19.42
54.49 17.33
86.213 2744
73.01 23.22
▪ 59.18 29.98
39.98 20.25
18.98 11.10
53.0'. 16.87
1-17.83 37.47
94.29 29.98
511.63 18.70
51.20 13.95
51.03 18.47
53.97 19.53
39.42 11.10
31.51 10.41
35-85 11.40
70.74 22.50
54.1.)0 15.85
45.33 13.30
713.011 26.37
4129 13.95
28.13 9.50
41.11 13.07
53.06 16.87
21.90 , 11.10
35.85 18.16
54.15 27.44
36.46 12.65
Nag. Price NOW
15.49 Grey  86.72
 30.10
9.4.9 Nutria  52
.01 18.05
12.3 Ocean Green
12.4.8 Ocean Green
12.2.9
15.4.6
9.3.2
12.4.6
12.4.4
9.2.8
9.3.1
12.5.8
15.5.9
154.7
15.5.4
12.4.3
15.4 8
9.3.6
9.4.6
12.14.9
9.17.11
12.15.3
9.6.3
9.15.4 Ocean Green
15.6.8 Sandalwood  
15.8 Aquagreen  
9.15.4 Ocean Green
9.15.6 Ocean Green
Ocean Green
Sandalwood
Maple Sugar
Maple Sugar
s 5.
Beige 
Nutria 
Greige 
Greige - 
Snowdrop Beige 
Beige 
Nutria 
Green 
Beige Multicolor 
Tan Multicolor 
Nutria 
9x15..6 ()Stan Green 
12.7.9 Sandalwood 
12.6.6 Sandalwood  
12.7 Sandalwood 
15.8.2 Maple Sugar 
15.10.6 Maple Sugar  
15.7.4 Ocean Green  
9.11 7 Multicolor Grey  
12.13.11 Frost Rose . 
12.12.1 Frost. Rose 
12.14.6 Green MulticalCit
12.17.3 Beige 
12.16.2 Beige 
12.15 Rose Quartz 
15.17.11 Celadon Textured
15.3.7 Beige 
6.7.3.9 Ocean Green  
Many Other Sizes
43.80 15.20
69.98 23.64
41.29 13.95 •
104.63 28.50
23.78 1205.
46.00 22.80
43.35 21.96
15.89 10.15
20.02 11.70
79.38 28.73
100.59 36.40
80.22 29.03
124.02 33.78
65.21 21.55
92.97 29.56
48.83 13.30
27/8 17.10
254.73 177.03
232.06 161.28
283.60 182.97
37.19 23.75
1e1.98 76.65
83.33 55.55
99.98 66.65
114.98 76.65
116.25 77.50
116.25 77.50
• 77.45
65.03 43.35
69.98 46.65
102.08 68.05
131.25 87.50
91.65 61.10
68.90 46.32
258.91 167.04
224.73 144.99
250.32 173.97
264.50 184.00
247.94 172.48
279.00 180.00
306.07 209.02
Not Listed
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PRINCESS' 10150--G •orglna
Moore, 20. the British girl who
posed for the recently displsaLtd
torso painting of Printing
garet, gives you this pose rie=r
stopover at New York's Idle-
wild airport. She was en route
to Canada to do a mystery
guest appearance. Then back
to New York. (7/Ifereat4ofloi)
•••
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE, 
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WNB8
• also -
WPSD-TV CHANNEL 6
PADUCAH
Each Sunday 11:45 A.M.
rfa. TODAY!
& SATURDAY
ICUS SCREAMINO
AMERICA'S LIFELINE(
COLEEN GRAY
* AND *
LL' with Jayne Mansfield
NANTS
NUFACTURER
Reg. Price NOW
  86.72 30.10
52.01 18.05
43.80 15.20
69.98 23.64
41.29 13.95
  104.63 28.50
•
23.78 1205.
45.00 22.80
43.35 21.96
15.89 10.15
20.02 11.70
79.38 28.73
  100.59 36.40
80.22 29.03
 124.02 33.78
65.21 21.55
92.97 29.56
48.83 13.30
2:78 17.10
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LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PAGE FIVE
20 per weed fee *he day. 1111 161mum of 17 weeds fee 1100 -- Ss per weed for am ihars. Gesselflod tide are ...payable In edvanos.
NOTICE
INGElt Sewing Machine Sales.
in.ce on all makes. Phone
Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
4:00. Al2C
Mat:isssee Rebuilt li,c new.
wies Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative .Tabers Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. TFC
SUNDAY SPFkIAL Fried chic-
ken dinner. Enjoyable meal fur
the entire tamily Only 75e per
plate. Hazel Cafe. 1TC
FULLER BRUSH represehttative
in Murray. Cosmetics, houtsehold
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS .i, -Mournful
is -Cook slowly
1-How. pet CP-Exist
I-Fall ehort 41-Partner
ti-Soft food 42-Writing11,ii --11.4, in harem implement
-Animation 43-Rice 01 l
ettu, «
3-irialsi tier - 44 Fouilike tart
16-Entrance 45 Babylon
ian
17-Bram deity
19-Compass point 46 -Rwree-ricere
2u-obtain 4: 1 imjune
tion
21- %% itty eitylng ' kt-Sketch
22-Afternoon 62- 
Sailor. lenlitog ,
party 44-1:41do • high
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7-European
dormouse
S-Work at one's
trade
II-Three-toed
sloth
10-Jury tisk
14-Actual
14-1Jolf mound
II-Near
21-Experts
22-Small bird.-
21-Matur•
24- Youngeter
25-Dance step
26-Pronoun
28-Chapeau
29-Colleetion of
facts
31-Indennit•
number
12- Before
33 -Small rug
14-Poem
31- sorban tumor
37-Pend, a oral
around wand
15-Flurried
31 - Rip.
40 artery
41 -Plneonntered
43 Symbol for
calcium
41 In nal,
48 floomsker's
tool
17 flitter retell
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products, new type nylon dust
mops, etc. Freed Curd, phone FOR SALE
2168-X-J. M21C
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Dental braces. Wire and
pin hicrite. Resembles bridge
wettiou.t teeth. Reward. Phone
176S-J. TEnc
LOST: Large blue - grey cat,
lookS Like malitese. 11 Seen please
phone 600. M22C
USED REFRIGERATORS, elec-
tric motors, eledric stoves, Duo-
Therm oil heaters. We istfy and
sell used appliances and traitors.
B. B. Dill. Phone 988. TFC
NEW & USED TIRES. We in-
stall mufflers and tail pipes.
Free muffler check. Let us serv-
ice your car. It pleases us to
please you. We give Top Value
Stamps. Main Street Shell Send,
elth & Main, phone 9119. Thomas
Jones, owens. Porter Chilcutt,
Wanted To Buy 1 manager. IvI21C
CLEAN, COTTON RAGS. No
but tons, &pliers. Ledger and
Tunes. Phone 55. TF
FOR RENT
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn roklers. Starks Hardware,
12,h and Poplar. Phone 1142.
TFC
FARM HOUSE, electricity, wat-
er, garden. $20 month. Contact
Fay Woodv.rorth, Almo, Rt. 1,
L2 mile north Alrnio Hts. M248'
Bus. Opportun-T-i les
MOTHERS! Average $1.78 per
hour for 15 day time or eveneng
hairs per week. No eisperience
necessary, but must be good
worker and &vendable. Phone
Jacksen, Tenn., 2-1880 after 8:00
pen. or write Mrs. Witte Piereey,
P. 0. Box 1006, Jacksirio-
rural include directions to home
and phone nurrator. M24C
Wgiet=k1
akr11,0131734t
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CHAPTER 18 i here tonight-- pius astotl
n sho'dimentn1 note of ,the 
eertree .•• •
I ftEMEI irt .cry little of __Known I wa
s -timing The four to n .insi t... all, .
 4. .t cab 1 di.. '
I what i thoi.,;fit or did in • tie (it them a
new ' was staying here in .a cod- • r)e:If 
Jo- i • nopae
next few minutes after I'd ha. with Joan
 after they left. 1.''. fin- i walked o
n stiff smt unwieldy
covered Anil. MOr7;, body I re- ge
rprints wcre al) over the place .egs to, the
 front door I :ried Cc
member running thniugh the
French loon to the Uttle patio
184,414/ them the . .urderer 'oust
nave come across 'hat - and
thrashreg uselessty and stupidly
around in the Danks ot foliage
that chnkt . in 'twee sides
remember leaning on ths wash
resin .n the uathroom I star-
ing at my reflection in the mirror
above it. seeing the greyish pai-
ot !ace. he thick -nifty
atiadoiss ueneath my eyes.
Anti, thin as incongruous as it
might *arm, with Joan's once.
tokely putty turtling itill and 'old
• few yards sway from me, with
her murderer perhaps 'stn. in the
rnmediate vicinity, perhaps even
eluting tot me-I stood under
ea • 11 I ng not shower and
scrubteo' myself viciously with A
wash rag, :us it by so doing I
could scrub -away al: connection
with the horrible. thing that had
happened.
The not water at least snapped
me out of my shucked numbness
Emotions Swept flit' in waves rhe
first one was a mixture of grief
• and of 
plry for what had been
this laughing .tirl vho rimi a
peat love ot Ate My second •mo-
i tion was one of A cold, hard. sus-
taining anger at the person or
persons who fiat] done floe thing
And a breath-quickening, muscle-
hardening. all consuming &Awe
to lay my nands or the person
or persons...who'd (lone it.
My third emotion -the one that
had perhaps been clamoring for
etentiqg ever since I'd walked
into the bedroom with the drinks
-was one of fear Fear for my-
or cant Might nappen to
me The uudinet for self-pres
er-
vation may at times - and *tios
was on.' .of them- be sh
ameful
thing. they say. a man who de-
liberately sets out to drown him-
self will fight for Me to the last
ounce of his strength. The in-
stinct for survival now domin
at-
ed my thinking processe• 
entn-
pletely, Joan was dead. Murder
ed.
And. unless I did something 
dras-
tic, and that very quickly. 
I was
h lead-pipe cinch to take the 
rep
for her murder. I was 
already
under suspicion for Marta Bla
nd-
ing'a disappearance . would
n't
have • chance to qat this 
rap.
They would nave everything 
they
needed on me exeept rnotivatton.
And I knew they could dream
that, up without mileti trouble.
bong it on me and make it stick.
• Nly deteotive friend Wade 
Would
e this He'd rush •nto it with
bes sleeves rolled up end when
he'd finitilled I would have had it.
Everything sees 111 their fav
or
I" ibelt oyes I as a ptink There
V, ere four people who'd seen m
e come to Joan's 
house I'd made a
p.
c ey Ft4 
- Co ei 
PADED
_so
4. •
I. finished aressing I purposeki, 
rrase the inentai image of loan'
avoided looking into the bedroom 
• •.• ref nue seen ner from 
ei•
at Joan I went ts Lite patio 
mind It was ,mporsinle rh,
What could I do' I paced na
il/ mentor) screamed for 
Attention
and forth and tried to thing once I told 
.nyself - -I think I vois
I started toward the telephone 
multibling alouS that there N
A*
to call police headquarters 
sad nothin- I could lo n
oot to rod{
te.i them what had happened 
For bet. I tried to 
convince myself
• split second It bad seemed the 
that it ass not my fault she '
Ian
only sensible thing to do Half- died 
But "Mil 
it' Whitt bar
way to the telephone I stopped 
happened to Marta had happened
I wou'dn't nave a prayer if 
the Just after 
she'd met me Wouliri
police laid their nands on me 
oil Joan be alive .o
w If I hadn't
he held. without naii, for a grand 
contacted her'
jury Indictment. rbio best I could It 
was too much for me 
I
possibly flops' rot was an out:ode
 shook my head 
to clear It It
chance that some evidence wo
uld didn't help My
 thoughts squirrel
be uncovered that would 
enable and soiled 
in futile convolution
me to bent the rap at the tr
ial. I walked th
rough the front 0001',
There wasn't the slightest 
intim half-stumbied do
wn the steps and
In rrty mind that I would be In-
 the staggered 
path to the side-
thcted and tried for first degree 
walk I turned toward 
the filling
murder. 
station I'd remembered •
And what could I do to shake 
Halfway down the Noel, pulle
d
clear of this mess If I were 
in up at the curt' 
behind 're". I
jail Awaiting trial, 
saw a dark sedan ki• 
shocked
But what could I do out of 
nervè  failed to Mud' 
warning
" 
signets. '
I paced the floor I could hide 
I was opposite the ear 
now
the body. Go rbbr or buy a car. The f
ront left door opened and
come back and gel the body and 
a man stepped out. Ano
ther man
then hide it somewhere. Even
 
squirmed out of the- hack 
s.-at
before. thal thought had become 
The two men stood aide 
by side
completely formed I knew that 
not more than five yards
 from
It Whig rid1C11101111 Outside
 ot a 
me. Moonlight filtered t
hrough
voluntarily delivered confession 
the leaves and branches 
of the
the' surest way to hang a guilt
 t
ree beside them and bo
unced oft
sign around my neck would be to
 the 
shining muzzle of 11 RAM 
in
try and bide the body. 
Bodice the right hand 
of the man who'd'
have a way of not staying 
hidden, 
been behind the wheel.,
And beanies that nothing in 
the 
rd be a sitting duck If I tried
to run. Sc I just stood 
there.
feeling empty.world would have 
Induced me to
move that body.
What could I do? Where .could 
"Why?" I asked, though 
I
I go? My b r a I n whirled. I 
didn't much care. At 
least I
couldn't stay here. What was all
 wm'i'lfil 
have to belabor rov
this I'd gotten into? I tried
 to numbed mind tot a 'ItLe'
''''' 
any
line it all out, hoping that 
Use 
more. The decision w a 
s being
various Iggments of things 
that 
made for me. it was easier that
had hapRned in the past 
thirty- waY•
six hours would, like th
e seg. 
-Never mind why. Mov
e!"
mental of colored glass in 
a KS- 
The arrogant and over
bearing
leldoecope, settle into some s
ort 
tone of hls voice snapped 
me jut
of my lethargy. i 
%couldn't be
of a balanced design. shoved around without at 
least
Marta Blanding knew, or had paying lip service to resistan
ce.
knev.m, something about a
 huge
inim of moroest- 
"Yoe talk real rough." I 
said.
.• •
Marta had 
1 am real rough." he s
aid. 
disappeared. Vith "
ience was indicated. She 
was "Thanks an
yhow, hut' I think
probably dead. 
I'll walk.-
'A man named Jack 
Forbes had -
Now?" the second man ask
ed.
dled, been murdered, 
not quite 
The tirst man nodded.
The second man stepped
 to-
three months ago His 
name and all 
address had been in 
Marta's pos- ward me• 
his body
crouched, his hands In fr
ont it
session'taken 
violence had over- him, like a fighter. 
There was
r This same Jack S'ortes enoligh moonlight to show me the
had been Joan Morris' 
hoYfr,ovd
-And now Joan was
 dead. 
sap IT his hard.
-.
And so there were 
three of
them 
-Your naivete appa
lls me,"
Would .4 I won
dered. be the Doian 
is told. "Intl uere
 not
teurth? 
abducted!" tie Is made 
to real-
! didn't knew where to
 go, but ire wo
rm things eilill h
appen to
a eouldril stay 
there When I'd 
him. Continue 
"Miami Man-
hunt" here tornorro
w...
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JUST ARRIVED! New shipment
of hying rodm suite's, platform
rockers, swivel chairs (3 sizes
to choose from.), bedroom suites,
Vast sotmo, also good selec-
tion of used stoves and refrig-_-_,
eraieurs, teed 11 ft. deep freeze,
metal cab:riots of all kinds and
sizes. Exchange Furniture Co.,
3rd & Maple. Ph. 877. M22C
USED Garden Tractor, disc,
phow, cultivator and grader
Wade. Call 519, LampkMs Motor
Sales. M22C
BUILDING COT 75x261, end of
1Lth Street on Story Ave. COI
1721-M. M24C
tr.= •••••••••••••••••
I Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatcned trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distsnO41
ccIlect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
niale Help Wanted
WE HAVE an opening fur a
superv--:sir, w.th State Insurance
Go. of Kentucky. Write stadrig
full information or call in per-
son. 209 P.olucia•h,
Ky. Inquir.es held in confidence.
. 11,121C
A USEFUL ART
•
JACKSON. Miss. Ilfl Jticlge
Lein Hemlocks gave Sam Ma-
son a tyre-year ,serstence f o r
burg:L•ey but suspended it on
cdndit ion that the defendant
"get s,me practice in the ant
id walking" Mason had been
accused of cornin.o.ng the theft
to get madey for cab afire.
Robin Hood Is Top English
"Western", Follows Pattern
/By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK dB - Of all the
westerns on TV, the one I like
best is an English western called
"Robin Hood."
.True. "fiubin Hood" • is not
cut from the exact pattern of
other TV oaters. In place of
sti,n-boiled prairie and desert,
it's set among cool trees. In
place of six-shooters and bullets,
buffalo, ranches, cavalrymen and
guitars, it offers bows and ar-
rows, deer, farms, knights and
lutes. In conventional westerns
whisky is the drink; in "Rubin
Hood" the sauce is ale, mead or
wine.
But there are deep similarities
between "Robin Hood" and its
shoot-em-up cousins in the colo-
nies. Like most western heroes,
Robin stands outside society. He.
is fearless, kind, level-headed
and a's4ad shut. As in many
westerns, "the law - in this
case, the sheriff of Nottingham-
is creesid.
Tongue In Cheek•
What distinguishes CBS-TV's
"Robin Hood" from the ordinary
VIVI of saddle soap operas is
its aura of - good humor and
tongue-in-cheekness. Ordinarily,
TV westerns have an air of
'solemnity about them. Even their
"fun" moments - the drunk
thrown out of the saloon, the
timid hotel clerk running for
cover during a gun-fight, the
scrawny • kid who apes the hero's
moments - are rather labored
examples of humor.
The ordinary western hero
keeps his guns loose and his
lips He wears the dolorous
visage of a victim of 'dyspepsia
and he stalks through his role
with fierce ,grunts. I suspect
-that _many of our current western
actors studied in the Johnny'
Weissmuller school of drama,•
Ah. but not Robin and his
Merry Men. They Laugh their
way through adversity. They
frievened away a phony spook
Monday night and did some
spooking on their own. In other
eppsodes this season, they have
engaged in pig feeding experi-
ments to aid an impoverished
nobleman, tricked a comely. inn-
keeper's daugh.er out of becom-
ing a member- of their 'band,
saved a Christmas goose from
slaughter, joined forces with a
bogus medicine , man. and fright-
ened off a suitor of Robin's
scmetime girlfriend, Maid Mar-
ian.
As you can see, all of these
situations are essentially abs-urd
and it seems to me quite possible
that the people responsible for
turning out "Robin Hood" may
be needling adventure shows
generally with this series.
Played with Skill
What makes "Robin Hod"
credible in spite of its many
broad situations is the quality
of the acting in this English-
made series. Richard Greene who
plays Robin is only pleasantly
adequate, but Alexander Gauge
(Friar Tuck) and Archie Duncan
(Little John) are players of
much skill.
In addition, there are all sorts
of actors who zip in and out
of "Robin Hood" in large and
small parts who are a delight
to watch in action. In England,
important actors don't feel it
it a disgrace to work in small
roles and as a result, a show
like "Rubin Hood" takes on a
wonderful gloss in its playing
that no other TV series is able
to match.
"Robin Hood," I suspect, is
• ao hes( mostly by the kiddies.
id.1 if you're a western fan
with a hankering for the offbeat,
or maybe just an admirer of
•;killful ec.ing; "Robin -Hood"
may prove a surprising palatable
dish.
,The Channel Swim: "Wingo,"
the new CBS-TV quiz which
replaces "The Eve Arden Show"
April 1, will offer a top prize
of $250,000 - Bob Kennedy will
emcee. Johnny Carson, w h o
guests on the "Polly Bergen
Show" this Saturday will unveil
a new routine about a comedy
team called "Ed Sullivan and
Steve Allen."
Sid Caesar's ABC-TV show
this Sunday won't be live - it'll
be on video tape. Arthur Godfrey
will pinch-hit for Garry Moore
on CBS-TV's -I've Got a Secret"
this Wednesday - Moore has
an illnesk in his family. B.
 e
Hope's April 5 NBC-TV show
won't be composed entirely of
feetage shot in Moscow - he's
also going to splice in a portion
that salutes beisbol stars Duke
Snider,, Willie Mays and Lew
Burdette.
The sponsor of NBC - TV's
:Restless Gun" offered an inte-
resting . premium for aspiring
juvenile delinquents M o nslg y
night - a booklet entitled "The
Secrets of the Fast Draw."
Crackdown On Jaywalkers
NEW YORK in - It may cost
$1 to walk across a- New York
street against a traffic signal
come June 1. A spokesman for
Traffic Commissioner T. T. Wiley
said Tuedsay the department has
decided to adopt an anti-jay-
walking regulation that would
allow police to hand summonses
to pedestrians who ignore "Don't
Walk" signals.
Mental Health
Is A Practice
Says Doctor
By DELOS SMITH -
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK 411 - As Dr.
Charles E. Goshen says, people
are always telling you "mental
health is wonderful." but they
don't tell you what mental health
is. To fill, this crying need,
Goshen tells
. First of all, mental health is
a "practice," he said. Definitely
it is not merely being "for
something, but of "practicing
something in a concrete and
consistent wa)." The whole mat-
ter, that simply is a matter of
"good mental health practices."
These practices are those atti-
tude* and activities which have
"the characteristics of being rea-
sonable, human, co - -operative,
honest, responsible, far-sighted,
considerate, warm, friendly, dem-
ocratic, and tolerant," he said.
Defines Poor Practices
Turning over the coin, he de-
fined poor mental health prac-
tices as attitudes and activities
which are "unreasonable, cruel,
corrupt, reckless, short-sighted,
.unktrid, unfriendly, dogmatic, in-
tolerant, autocratic, dominating,
and exploitative."
Dr. Goshen is all official ,ff
ghe American Psychiatric Assn.
-in charge of ,the association's
project 10 r educating general
medical practitioners in psychia-
tric principles. He was lecturing
in the technical journal of the
American Academy of General
Praofice.
"A‘11 of us are concerned, in
a far-reaching way, with the
problem of our own self-esteem,
or pride," he said, speaking of
people in general. "What we base
our self-esteem on, what we
do in life to preserve it, or
elevate it, or destroy it, has a
great deal to do with determining
what kind of peiple we are.
Unreasonable People
"The unreasonable 'people we
meet (and they may be known
as neurotics, psychotics, delinq-
uents, people with psychosmartc
problems or maladjus.ed people)
generally base their self-esteem
or self-confidence they are fight-
ing for. -
"In contrast, the person who
engages in good mental healh
practices is one who bases his
self-esteem on being something
desirable through the practice of
desirable qualities.
1 1106 W. Main ,St. Telephone 13'YOUR HOMS-CWNED LOAN CO.'-°-• MURRAY LOAN C
O.
- SPRING SPECIALS -
WHILE THEY LAST
PLAY SWING SETS E19.9
5 - 24.95 • 37.95
39.95
34.95
ANDERSON COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOOR 
  34.50
- LARGEST TOOL DEPT. IN TOWN -
MOUND POINT SHOVEL (long handle) 
VAPti BIRD LAWN RAKE 
TRASH BURNER 
PLASTIC WASTE BASKET 
- WE OPEN EARLY.... 7:00 A.M 
(Less 100o When You Assemble)
GOLF SETS. 5 Irons and 2 Woods 
BOY'S 26-INCH BICYCLE 
G.E.- SUNBEAM - WESTINGHOUSE - STEAM
WEAR•EVER 8•CUP PERCOLATOR  
O'CEDAR SPONGE MOP 
20-GAL. GALV. GARBAGE CAN 
PLASTIC LAUNDRY BASKET 
CLOTHES DRYING RACK (wood)  
RIJICI KNEE-ROOM IRONING BOARD
WEAR-EVER HALLITE Ea-CUP SAUCE PAN
COMET 8-CUP ELECTRIC PERCOLAf OR  
- HAVE TOOLS.... WILL RENT -
FLOOR POLISHERS - ORBITAL SANDERS VACUUM
CLEANERS - LAWN ROLLERS
IR- ON
•
2.95
.90
2.10
.95
12.95
2.95
3.49
2.95
2.95
2.25
  12.95
 3.95
STARKS HARDWARE
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
12th & Poplar Phone 1142
NANCY
WITHIN A
SCIENTISTS
DOZENS OF
MOONS IN
YEAR
WILL HAVE
ARTIFICIAL
THE SKY
by ErnieBushmiller
MY DOG.
WILL GO
CRAZY ..)0
311
30
311
man. 2i
ABBIE an' SLATS
11,
AND WHEN WE FOUND ABSOLult
PIT/OF YOU WERE THE ONLY SON
Oi-- ANN HOGART -MY SISTE -
NE WERE ECSTATICALLY
HAPPY. YOU SEE, MY
BOY, I HAD SPENT
YEARS SEARCHING
FOR MY- SISTER--
-AND WHEN I DISCOVERED
HER WHEREABOUTS-IT WAS
TOO LATE. BUT / HAD RENEWED
HOPE WHEN I FOUND OUT
SHE HAD A SON -
YOU
by' Raeburn Van Buren
YOU ARE MY Ct.0--3E57 BLOOD
RELATION, SLATS. I SHALL
THINK OF YOU .FROM NOW
ON AS MI SON
A
NA.r)sk
LIL' ABNER
•
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Kirksey PTA Hears
FFA Program At
Recent Meeting
The mennebe of tee Keicsey
a Parent - Teachers Aseciation
heard FFA boys 'Sneeze ester
program and tell their ace...en-
plaeranencs at a meeting recent-
le.
=dredge JoItce was e:ect-ed as
&epee Sear rrner and Miss
ra
elyn e Was chosen
:ewer wee:aware . •
Reprasenen.g the FFA club an
pubec speaicing will be Bobby
&Z2 ell and dying enema=
speaking will be Gary _ Key in
the annual FFA Day.
The Father-Son banquet er../1
be held April 8 in the Wernan's
Carb, House at 7:00 in the even-
tag.
--- Preadtege,far the PTA bun-
flees meeting was Mrs. Harmon
R,ass.
Delegates f -r the :goring con-
ference are Meedames Stewart
Hecicabv. Bat Garland. Z. -Et
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday. March 21
The Murray Ste College
library wen house will take
place hem 300 p.m. to 900 pin.
All eitzens-af-Murnay are cordi-
ally invited to vt the library
and make use of its fee:he:es,
whenever they can. Mr. Heneey
C. Weedbrudge is librarian in
charge.
• • • • •
Saturday. March 22
The Dereas Class of the Pest
'Rapes: Pthreh will meet at 7:30
in the meireseg ear a breakfast
Ii the Collegiate Grill. Grew
VII is in charge weer Mrs. Doy-
ce Morris as captain.
• • • to
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Wernares Club will
have a potluck supper at 6:30
rem. at the club house. Planning!
eemmittee is competed of Wayne
Williams. H. I. Siete& Rue Over-
by, and Carlisle Cutehin. Hes-
:ems are Madames C. L.
Russel.. M. B. Rogers' and Mar- Sharboreugh. Seethe Atle.ns, B.
men Ross. F. Schertis and Mieee. ('apple
Mee:lames Jim Washer. Ken- Beale.. Lottye Sutter and Mary
neth Peeren. and Hal Smith are Leeeter. Speaker will be D.
tt" 4"P • Mns, Oren Hun buy Alta Presson o
f lduraey State
supplies for . the Home &'ono- College
ream.
Ref reshmen:s
the PTA boys.
were served by
Pleasant Grove Club
Has Meet In Home
Of Mrs. Clif Jones
The Pleeeite. Greve Hemea
make* Pub - met merely in
the home of Mrs. Caen. Tenet.
M. _ Dennis •Boyd, paegeeee
pee-Aided at the meeting: •-•
Monday, hi-arch 24
Carle V of the Free Metho-
dist 0-kurch's WSCS will meet
at 710 in the evening in the
rescreatenal ball ilf the churati.
Tuesday, March 25
The AACW Book Club will
:nee' et 7:30 in the everang in
the home of Mrs. Lillian Adams,
Meda---Street: •
• • S'S
The' Lyckan Class Of ;he WI'S*
The dëver 'na- was 
green by aape.st Quire:a will meet at 7:00
Mrs. Bub Orr. Mrs. Hilda Orr
presented the rrejer peacsr les-
sen, a meal was prepared and
served.
Mrs. Stanley Gegen- led
thie4 reerea:.ona. per.-.4. The club
voted xi Atha.; members would
emoy studying must in the :com-
ing year.
The h ene derrionstra.lon agent
was a guest at the meeeng.
Lareleareng heft were read by
Mrs. Air re,. aficReenekb The
meeting ended in greue aelFr4
led by Mrs. Bab Orr.
The nay meceng wtll be head
in the home of Mrs. Bone
C%.ettenen.
:n he eeen..ng the__
f Mrs A A. aiherty. Greup
VU. with Mrs.. Doherty as cap-
taan is .n charge.
• • • •
Thursday, March 27 -
The Zeta Department of Mee
atter-ay Wernares Club will meet
this evezer.g at 8:00 will be
an open reeerang and the pubbe
is invited to attend. The pro-
gram will be even. by 
Cochran. Wetesses are Mes-
dames T e Bakes Littleton, C.
C. L . L. D. Mailer. Robert
O. M.::.-r. Bel Furgersere and
Are MeReyn alcb.
. Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club w 111
meet at 1:00 p.m. -at the club
eshpe for the anima: luncheon
and pregtem. Prof. Richard Far-
rell will be in charge of the
musical engrain. For reserva-
tions. call Mrs. Maynard Rags-
dale before Wednesday neon.
Heesteases are Meadames May-
nard Ratgethle. 0. C. Wells, H.
C. Corn A. F. Doran, Leonard
Vaughn, R. L. Putnam and J.
A. Outland.
• • • •
The Magazine Club will meet
at 2:30 ua the afternoon in the
Murray Electric Building. Mrs.
E. S. Furgeneth is hostees. ,
• V • •
.-Imei-ican Legion
.-1u.viliary To Meet
.1Ionday, .1Iarch 24
The American leePan Auxili-
ary-will meet Monday evenin
g,
:larch 2% .47 7:00 in the evening
  Ipst'• .
The theme .-sf the prignam-
be cenentinary,_ -service.
building a • treee.r America by
-helping improve e 14,000
American communities in which
.-Vnerican Legen 'Auxiliary unite
are leceted. These aetl-vities will
be emphasized thr elevate the.
nati. a clueng M a re h. Mrs.
Claude .kruierann, president of
the local unit hag aaneunced.
Heeteatte will be leles:3MeS
Jahn Williams. Peter' Kuhn and
George Wediarns.
S OS.
:11rs:E..J. Tucker
Reports On TISCS
At Circle I- .1leet
Mr- E A. Tucker presented
the program a: a recent meetin
g
of Circle I of the Fire Methe-
claei °lurch's WS( S in the
Murch extal ha:: Mrs. Burnett
Waterbeld was h
Mrs. 'nearer gave the 18th
anpual rep-at of the warren's
divieen 4 (Sir-et:an service.
Mrs. Ralpha Jena; led in the
devei.mabvittving th elites en
"Giving." Mrs. lanes E. Duigeed
gave the musIcaal p.rt, al :4 the
pr' gram by singing a selo.
Ref reateneraea were ..served ati
the dere of the mateeng. '
ot5z3.)
2 YEARS
No.1 grade
RED RADIANCE 
RED TALISMAN 
POINSETTIA 
E. G. HILL 
RED AMERICAN BEAUTY
'YELLOW TALISMAN 
ECLIPSE - Deep Gold 
BETTY UPCHURCH - Delicate Salmon Pink
PINK RADIANCE 
WHITE AMERICAN BEAUTY
PERMANENT WAVE
KIRTSEN POUISEN -
- Floribunda - Bright Carmen Clusters
Floribunda - Bright Scarlet 
-CLIMBERS-
BLAZE - Red . 
CLIMBING TALISMAN 
PAUL'S SCARLET 
GOLDEN CHARM
- PATENTED CALIFORNIA ROSES
CHARLOTTE ARMSTRONG .(Tea) Cerise or Red 
Happiness (Tea) Red 
M1RANDY (Tea) Dark Red 
PEACE (Tea) Yellowish Pink
WHITE KNIGHT (Tea) 
CIRCUS (Floribunda) Buds Red Flower Yellow 
FASHION (Floribunda) Pink -
MA PERKINS (Floribunda ) Shell Pink 
VOGUE (Floribunda.) Safmon Rose 
TREE ROSES ... . 6.00 each
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
2.25
2.00
2.-25
2.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
2.00
2.00
SHIRLEY FLORIST
-N. 4th ST. PHONE 188
`t.
a
I. •
Coeds
Actiyithe
[ Eva-Wall Circle
lleets Recently With
Mrs. T. A. Thacker
The Eva Wall Circle of the
Manorial Baptist Chun+ met
recently in !he home of Mrs.
T. A. Thacker at 2:00 in the
afternoon.
The program was opened by
Mrs. J. W. Shelton. She read a
devotional and included the
.aa'rpture taken from John 17.
Prayer was led by Mrs. -A. N.
Babb. Taking pert in the prc-
gram were MesdiameS C. J.
Bradley, J. 0. Reeves, Crawford
Ray, and Thacker.
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, president
of the circle, conducted t h e
'tameness meeting. The commune
y neseions project for next
month will be visiting for the
revival meeting of the church.
The pr.,grarn was closed .with
ertayer by Mrs. Louden -stubble-
field and the meeting was dis-
missed tre Mrs. Everett who led
in prayer. '
Ten members and_ one new
member. Mrs. Jim Davenport
were present.
• • - • •
Misrray Mfg. Trives
Club Meets Recently
41 Guest House
The Murray Munufaetaning
Wives Club. met rerefitle at the
guest house with 23 members
and one guest ai:enehrig.
Heer.esees who welcomed the
group were Mrs. D. L. Divelbeas,
Mrs. Tom Ernestberger, and
Mrs. L. D. Flora.
i'Preceeding d.nner, Mrs. Rue
O. ereey, led the group In pray-
er.
Mrs. Macon Hlakenstup. eresi-
dera of 'the club. presided at
the beienees meeeng and made
several announcements. A new
member was introduced, Mrs.
Jimmy Vance, and a visitor,
Mrs. J,Fin Hutson. dausester of
Mrs. Leneel Yates. was wet-
emed.
Mrs. B tb Smeth read a brief
histery of the club entitled "The
Glance Up' n The Past" coraint-
of things the club
had partieipated in from the
first meetang in 1953 to t h e
present 1958.
Following the program, cards
were played. The r.ext meeting
Two Are Project
Leaders At Recent
Meeting H'makers
MTS. Alfread Tayke and Mrs.
Clifton Lee Jones were major
project leaders at a recent meet-
ing of the Harris Grove Home-
makers' Club held in the home
of Mrs. Bill Wrather. The lessen
was on "Modern Feed Prepare' -
Bon in Oven and Refrigerator."
A luncheon was served cen-
ser ing of feed preprared by the
adore aesested by Mrs. Bill
Wrather.
Program planning wag voted
on for another year's work.
Mrs. Floyd Taylor, vice
dent. presided at the tilSG
The devotional was given by
Mrs. John Warren and the
theught for the month was reed
by Mrs. A. D. Stark. Lane:ea-ap-
ing netes were presented by
Nibs. Alfred Taylor with recta-a-
t:an being led by .. Mrs. Eugene
Nance. •
The next club meeting will be
held in the Mane of Mrs. John
Warren and everyone is invited
to come and bring visitors.
• • • •
South Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs:-&ktft--1(night
'The South Murray Homermak-
era Chub met in rthe home of
Mrs. Sam Knight, South 15th,
recently at 10:30 in the nrourning.
Mrs. S. V. Foy served as CO-
h. isteda.
The meeting was called to
order by the president, Mrs. N.
P avitlt. The devotional was
*wen by Mrs. Henry Hargis on
aTynierghth M, eivate 'Aetaisn."
Each member answered the
rod call with "What I Enjoy
M et Out of Doors". Fifteen
niem'oers • were Present. Visitors
WC re Mrs. Jelin Downs arid Mrs.
Low-rence- Overbey.
A luncheon of oven arid re-
frigerator dishes was served by
the tioci leader. Mrs. L. W. Fisk
and the hirsteee, Mrs. J. D.
Murphy and Mrs. Foy. "
Mrs. Fisk gave the lemon of
reek prepared and &seethed
the advantages of oven cooked
meals when freedom is needed
for a busy day. She akati in-
cluaed the refrigerator in help-
ing prepare Leds in advance.
Reeeipes were exchanged by
members. Mrs. Paul H dew led
the recreational period.
The club adjeurned to meet
earth in the theme ef Mrs. Low-
ell King April 10 at 10:30 with
Dr. Sarah Harge as mathetess.
• • • •
The name -penguin" is be-
1:eved to have ineserratoxl with
will be held April 21 at 6:00 in 17t
h-century SPreareh novIga-
the evening at the gueet house. tors. %
kilo called the birds
Flostesses will be Mesdames Al- Venes." fro
rn -P:nigu.go- or
belt Crider, Rub Gordon and -greasy one."
Ed' Hendon.
St. Patrick's Day
Party Is Feature Of
Woodmen Jr. illeet
St. Patrick's Day. panty was
the special feature of the 'Wood-
men Circle Junior meeting for
March.
As the members and guests'
arrived, each was presereed a
snail shamrock centered with a
tiny clay hat.
Decorating each etation ..was a
large shamaxick and strearnera of
green crepe pliger extend:11g
from corner to . corner acre:es
the hall.
-Misses Sandra Smith and Judy
Sherat were in charge of dec-
orations and the games. The
contest prize went to Miss Lindra
Willoughby.
Miss•Sue Tripp, a new mem-
ber, drew the 25e door prize.
Ritualistic work preceded the
party activities with 11th%; Smith,
the Junior president, pre 21g.
The flag was present by
Miss Lerida Fanley, the color
bearer.
Honored with songs and gifts
during the birthday celebration
were Misses Barbara Brown
and Linda Willoughby.
One new mmiber, Max Sue
Tripp, was initiated, eeth Miss
Arm Russell, grove chaplain,
leading in • the, pledge service,
and Miss Fay Cole, captain,
directing the team.
Guests were Mrs. Genera
Hamlett, president -of Grove 126.
Mrs. Robert W. Smith, and Pat
Dill.
Sanciw'iche, mike and punch
were served during the steal
hour by Mrs, B. Wall Meleeen
and Mrs. Cauldia Curd-, super-
visors of the Junior grove.
Agriculture Workers
Get Apple Break
FRIDAY -
Rob Erwins Hosts
Pot .i..uuu Nupper
In 'Their Home
Mr. and Mrs. hub Erwin w
ere
entertained With a potluck sup-
per in their home on the 
Hazel
Highway recently. ertkult we
re
the grandchildren of Mrs. Muz
-
eta* Grogan.
The reunion is an ann
ual
event usually held at the Wom
-
an's Club House during t h e
Clue:atm:is holiday, but last year,
fur several reasiongs, it %Ma - n
ot
held. Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Greta
gan were hest to a {potluck su
p-
per in January fur Mrs. Groga
n
and her children. There were 
12
children, 31 graAdicit-riAdr en 
arid
35 great-grandelhaldiren, ma
king
st impossible for the reunion to
be held in any one person
's
Following supper, ii60• tetne
was playing cards and viewing
and making home . Pres-
ent were Measure andrnes
Harold Grogan, Don Grogan,
Bobby Grogan, Hatford Loviins,
Raul W‘ilis)n, Dave Thompson,
Baty Hargis, Charles Rhodes.
Badly Edsoon.ds, Toni Hughes and
the host and hostess.
GENEVA. N. Y. - (IP - An
"apple break': has replaced t
he
coffee break at the New Yor
k
State Agrieulttfral Experimerst
elation here.
rn.der the unique piste a dif-
ferent apple esearty isedispleyed
daily in the laborarteey or she
Station's pant tlegy clepertnaent
where personnel have been ac
custemed to prop in fur a brief
coffee break.
The offerings include- net only
s'aritiord varlet ee, but new in-
tr eke-snorts hem the etabonle
fruit-breeding program and even
old varieties No ionger grown
commercially.
-The object of the apple
break in additaon to its health-
prerneting aripeota, is to farnalcar-
ize members of the purnalogy
department with the merits and
charactersties of different apple
va reface," paid a department
spikeentin.
Presere at the meeting were'/
Mea.demes Blankenstr.p, Level-
leas, Erneeberger. Fiera, Gor-
don. Hendon, °ye:bey, . Smith,
Vance, Ya:es, Jack Cochran,
Cletus 0i:see G. S. Cerdrey,
Wyuanseitaland, Edgar Howe,
Al Kth, Vern Kyle, Harald We-
ns, J. H. lafeler. Bonnie S.m-
mins. Chester. Thomas, Frank
We:ea-eta.
Mrs. J. E. Cross Is
Guest Speaker_At
Circle III Meeting
Mr 3. J E. Cr.., was -guest
speaker at a meeting 4 Circle
III the First Methodist
Church's ,WSCSa Tueselay after-
n at 230 in the home of
Mrs. Calle Janes. The speaker's
; bject was "The Cress."
Wee Mary Gregory, rteit
calna, as rig "Christ Of The
• ea."
Mrs. D. L. tiiveiteZic. pi:tendert
the circle, presided at the
business meeting. -
Refreshments 'were served to
19 members' and four guest--; by
Mee Jaines anti Mrs. Eceie
Brawn, co-.1,16:1.1S3. -Guras were
-Mr:, J., B. Wiesen, Miss grete,ry,
Mrs. Cress and Mrs..--And/ex
KatIeberger of Marreffield,- Ohm.
 )1
l(p_p psake
DIAMOND RINC'J
Blaine $ 300.00
Wedding Ring $175
%nit. 5515,5.4 in
Prve•• on. tu.14. Fel"! rim
Always Easy Credd
FURCHES
JEWe.LRY
S. 4th St. Ph. 1934
55.5
BRITANNIAS TO MIDWEST
LONDON - British Over-
seas Airways Corp. announced
that turbo-prop Britannia air-
liners :wit Ireplace Stratocruisers
on the nightly London-New York
service, starting in September.
The Britannia also will service
the U. S. Miciweet flying from
London to Montreal and to De-
troit and Chicago twice weekly
starting in mid-April.
Ginseng mots raised in Ark.
are stepped to • China for medi-
cal use.
aia
MARCH 21, 1958
'biomass. fOISO-Georgina
Moore, 20, the British girl who
ported for the recently displayed
torso painting of Princess Mar-
garet, gives you this pose on a
stopover at New York's Idle-
wild airport. She was en route
to Canada to do a mystery
guest appearance- Then back
to New York. (1nfernattonal)
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WNBS
- also -
WPSD•TV CHANNEL 6
PADUCAH
Each Sunday 11:45 A.M.
xr.....s.vdt TODAY!&
 SATURDAY -'
BLOOD-CRAZED APACHES SCREAMING
DOWN AMERICA'S LIFELINE(
JEFF MORROW - COLEEN CRAY
* AND *
'ROCK 'N ROLL' with Jayne Mansfield
JOIE MASSR
• 
ELD
-
EDIA000 011RIBI
THE
GIRL cApir
HELP IT
)1;i:L'WMIPPI !`",
ALL CARPET'178TG REMNANTS
FROM A NATIONALLY KNOWN CARP
ET MANUFACTURER
Reg. Price NOW
12.15.3 Natural Green  133
.58 99.95
12.7.8 Ocean Green ...  76
.65 49.95
9.8.10 Maple Sugar  66.23
 44.15
12.15.3 French Caramel  172.81 
101.65
105.06 61.80
15x14.4 Sandalwood  268.76
 191.12
18x6.11 Mint Green  192.39
 124.47
15.12.8 Rose Quartz  284.99
 189.99
12.8.3 Sandalwood  148.50
 99.00
.9.13 Rose Quartz  240
.50 130.00
15.15.11 Maple Sugar  434
.75 238.75
12x14 Cobalt Blue  308
.06 186.70
15.18.11 Honey Tone  
520.25 315.30
15.8 Nugget Gold  
251.65 106.64
18.6 Honey Tone   
198.00 108.00
12.7.1 Nugget Gold  
155.76 75.52
15x5.5 Crystal Grey  
101.58 34.31
9.3.5 Sandalwood  
36.56 12.35
9x4.6 Desert Rose  
50.60 17.10
12.3.9 Fawn Beige  
56.25 19.00
9)(4.6 Beige  
53.80 17.10
12.3.9 Caramel  
69.75 19.00
15x2.11 Willow Green  
77.80 18.47
12x5.11 Nutria Tweed  
82.85 29 98
12.3.8 Beige Tweed.  
51.35 18.58
12x3 Nutria 42
.00 15.20
12.3.10 Nutria  
53.65 19.42
12.3.5 Sandalwood  
t4.49 17.33
15.4.4 Nutria 
86.28 27.44
12.4.7 Cameo Beige  
73.01 23.224
12.5.11 Ocean Green  
59.18 29.98
12x4 Timber Rose  
39.98 20.25
9x2.11 Grey'  
18.98 11.10
15.2.8 Snowdrop Beige  
63.01 16.87
15.5.11 Snowdrop Beige  1.
17.83 37.47
12.5.11 91
.29 29.98
9.4.11 Almond Green  511
.63 18.70
12.2.9 French Caramel  5,
1.20 13.95
15.2.11 Linden Green  
51.03 18.47
15.3.1 Nutria  
53.97 19.53
9.2.11  
3942 11.10
2.8.9.3 Aguagreen  
31.51 10.41
9.3 Spruce Green  
35.85 11.40
9.5.11 Grey  
70.74 22.50
15.2.6 Beige Multicolor  
54.110 15.85
9.3.6 Beige Selftone  
45.33 13.30
151/4.2 Cerulean Blue  
78.013 26.37
12.2.9 Fawn Beige  
4129 13.95
9.2.6 Ocean Green  
28.13 9.50
12.2.7 Rose Quartz  
41.11 13.07-
12.3.4 Beige  
53.06 16.87
9.2.11 Sandalwood  
21.90 , 11.10
12.3.7 Maple Sugar  
35.85 18.16
15.4.4 Maple Sugar  
54.15 27.44
9.3.4 French Caramel  
36.46 12.65
15.7.5 Nutmeg
•
c ey FAD
WIN
Reg Price NOW
15.4.9 Grey  86
.72 30.10
9x4.9 Nutria  52.01 
18.05
43.80 15.20
69.98 23.64
41.29 13.95
104.63 28.50
23.78 1205.
45.00 22.80
43.35 21.96
15.89 10.15
Beige  20.02 
11.70
Nutria  79.38 
28.73
Greige  100.59 36
.40
Greige  80.22 29
.03
Snowdrop Beige  124.02 
33.78
Beige  65.21 21
.55
„92.97 29.56
48.83 13.30
2-.:78 17.10
251.73 177.03
232.06 161.28
283.60 182.97
37.19 23.75
1' 1.98 76.65
83.33 55.55
99.98 66.65
114.98 76.65
116.25 77.50
116.25 77.50
77.45 51.65
65 03 43.35
61.98 46.65
  102.08 68.05
  131.25 87.50
91.65 61.10
68.90 46.32
258.91 167.04
224.73 144.99
  250.32 173.97
264.50 184.00
247.94 172.48
279.00 180.001.•
  306.07 209.02
12.3 Ocean Green 
12.4.8 Ocean Green 
12.2.9 Ocean Green 
15.4.6 Sandalwood 
9.3.2 Maple Sugar 
12.4.6 Maple Sugar 
12.4.4 
9.2.8
9.3.1
12.5.8
15x5.9
15x4.7
15.5.4
12.4.3
15.4.8 Nutria
9x3.6 Green
9.4.6  
12.14.9 Beige multicolor
9.17.11 Tan multicolor
12.15.3 Nutria . 
9 x6.3 
9.15.4 Ocean Green
15.6.8 Sandalwood  
15.8 Aquagreen  
9.15.4 Ocean Green
9.15.6 Ocean Green
9.15.6 Ocean Green
12.7.9 Sandalwood
12.6.6 Sandalwood  
12.7 Sandalwood  
15.6.2 Maple Sugar
15.10.6 Maple Sugar
15.7.4 Ocean Green
9.11.7 Multicolor Grey  
12.13.11 Frost Rose  
12.12.1 Frost Rose  
12.14.6 Green Multicolor
12.17.3 Beige 
12.16.2 Beige 
12.15 Rose Quartz 
15.17.11 Celadon Textured
15.3.7 Beige
6.7.3.9 Ocean Green
Many Other Sizes Not Listed
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FURNITURE
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PRINCESS' TORSO-Georg Ina
Moore, 20, the British girl who
posed for the recently displayed
torso painting of Princess Mar-
garet, gives you this pose on a
stopover at New York's Idle-
wild airport She was en route
to Canada to do a mystery
guest appearance_ Then back
to New York. (international)
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station
_
• also •
WPSD-TV CHANNEL 6
PADUCAH
Each Sunday 11:45 A.M.
:ftr
TODAY!
& SATURDAY
CMS SCREAMING
N AMERICA'S LIFELINE!
COLEEN GRAY
* AND *
LL' with Jayne Mansfield
.1sHE
GARL CAN'T
HELP IT
NANTS
NUFACTURER
Reg. Price NOW
  86.72 30.10
52.01 18.05
43.80 15.20
69.98 23.64
41.29 13.95
  104.63 28.50
23.78 12.05
45.00 22.80
43.35 21.96
15.89 10.15
20.02 11.70
79.38 28.73
  100.59 36.40
80.22 29.03
 124.02 33.78
65.21 21.55
 _,92.97 29.56
48.83 13.30
21:78 17.10
Or 0 254.73 177.03
or  232.06 161.28
 283.60 182.97
37.19 23.75
  1' 4.98 76.65
83.33 55.55
99.98 66.65
  114.98 76.65
  116.25 77.50
 116.25 77.50
77.45 51.65
65 03 43.35
01.98 46.65
  102.08 68.05
 131.25 87.50
91.65 61.10
68.90 46.32
  258.91 167.04
 224.73 144.99
lor  250.32 173.97
264.50 184.00
247.94 172.48
279.00 180.00
lured  306.07 209.0
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•
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KEN
TUCKY
per weed fer one day, minimum of 17 words for 50o - So per wand foe tame dine. Camellead ale are payable In advisees.
_NOTICE 1
 P.Idueah, Ky. Mornay represen-
tative Tabers Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phene 549. TIC
ER Sewing Mqchine Sales.
cc on alit makes. Phone
# 934-3 before 8:00 or
4:00. Al2C
ressee., Rebuilt her new.
Ky. Mattress Mfg.
SUNDAY SPECIAL Fried chic-
ken dinner. Enjoyable meal Lor
• the entire family „LOnly.' 75c per
'este. Hazel Cafe. ITC
FULLER BRUSH representative
in ;Murray. Cosmeties, household
CROSSWORD 
PUZZLE Answer to Y eeeee dav's Puzzle
ACROSS
1-Hodse pet
4-Fall short
s-Soft loud
ill-Room 
in harem
-Animation
13-Falsiner
IL-Entrance
17-Beam
111-Compase point
lo-td.tain
21-4% t) saying
illt 22-Afternoon
party
23-Toward the
sheltered aide
23-' StatIc
26- Msaitl 1
37-Ship riaannei
24-Poseiesaa
25-River 
IslandçMsn
eikkname
33-A atat• tabbr.)
36 -J imp
311-Par1o1 of time
3i - Almistif tit
3s-C4ok slowly
40-rjeast
41-flintier
43-Writing
implement
43 -Race of lotto".
44 Footlike part
4:p Bab) Malta
deity
46 Sit IBA river
47 4. ionJuretiun
fill-Sketch
62- Sailors irolloq.
64--41Litio • nigh
note
66-sodium alorlde
66 - Handle
67-Transgression
- DOWN
1-etelreman
(slang)
2-Fuss
--3-141.4ect
4-Level
fe-Re Ill
6 -Ru mon •tesig -that
FFT
eee.g
DIE T
A 
Hie a
LiIN 0
Mt
I TO
PE el
A
C G
WAR
A D *
A
 E 1147
A
E R
e4j* T
AM
L
Rei T 
ELI 
LE
GA
A I
CRETE
AMEN
-io..EZHV A
P P
StEL
7-European
'‘% tri k at one's
aua
1 ill ar
MI
6 7 5
,,
9 a
ill
•,„: E. PIA
rs2 'S.12•
26 26
PA 21
%Alb
i6
MN
C
Ia
.
ail'
'
V
il
"
I
26
S.,i1
I WA
/
iiIIIIIINSIMIO
ifi
..
Nal
'
Udall
' .'
7
fi IA
III
trade
II-Three-toed
sloth
10-Jury hat
14-Actual
19-4.1olf mound
It-Near
21-Experts
22-Small bird
2:1-Mature
24- Youngster
26-Da ne• Step
26-Pronoun
128-Chapeau
2S-Coliection of
facts
31-Indefinite
number
32.- before
33- Small ruts
34- Poem
33-H.q.'s,' tumor
31-ftan4S worn
around waist
35- Flurried
-11111-6444.,
ea -ehlef artery
41 - leneountored
11 ftvrribril far
CI I v in Italy
.hoomaker's
11
44
r•nl
47 flitter vetch
11 •q,n's name
tt,-.ened •
• -eolte
a le
''.1•=f
Products, new type nylon dust
mops, etc. Freed Curd, ph,ne
2168-X-3. 'M21C
[ LOST & FOUND
LOST: Dental braces. Wire and
pin lute. Resembles bridge
without teeth. Reward. Phone
1765-3. TFiac
LOST: Large blue - grey cat,
looks like rnallese. If seen please
phone 600. • M22C
I Wanted To Buy •
CLEAN. corroN RAGS. No
bt*itura, ztpipers. Ledger and
Tunes. Phone 55. 'IT
FOR RENT
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn
12th
rellers. Starks Hardware,
and Poplar. Phone T142.
TFC
FARM HOUSE, electrictity, wat-
er, garden. $20 merely. Contact
Fay Wolodworith, Almo, Rt. 1,
v2 mile north Menlo His. M24P
I Bus. Opportunities
MOTHERS! Average $1.78 per
boUr-for 15 day time or evening
hours per week. No experience
.nary, but must be good
werker and dependable. Ph-one
Jackson, Tenn.. 2-1880 after 8:00
p.m. or write Mrs. Bette Riercey,
P. 0. Box 1006, Jackson. U
rural dIclude chreotiona to home
and preme numb._ . 3.124C
naZiset=1
MiXtUNLX:Lit
IN(Wti'i'ftf#tf#OW/ 8j W1LUAM FULLER
•71:10:•" LZIAT'''.••rr-,:::.
CHAPTER 18 I here tonight plus ithotf.21 
a ho'd I
REMEA.,.-.11 very Little of Known I was -oming 
rhe four
what 1 thoi1,01 or did in . rie of then) anew ' w
as staying here
next rev, minutes after I'd be- ,with Joan after 
they left. 1." . fin -
Covered Just, Morns body i re- 'Weenie
s a -re all os.re the ;dare
member muffling through the
French doors tcr the uttle patio
boond them the uurderer aniat
Mavis come across 'hat - and
thrashing oselessly and stupidly
around in the minks of foliage
that clink,. .t -hree aklea r
remeniber leaning on the wash
oeain .n the oathroom I star-
ing at my reflection in the mirror
above it seeing the greyish pal-
war of al face .he thick fluffy-
shades% s uegerith --na eyes.
And then as ineonerimus as it
might *sem, with sJoan's one..
lovely masa turning stiti and -old
a,. few yards iv.'ay Dorn me. with
her murderer perharui sta. in the
mmediate vicinity, perhaps even
vatting tor me-1 stood under
st,fa ng not shower and
scrubbed myself .aciously with a
wash rag, as if by so doing
could scrub away eV connection
with the horrible, thing that had
happened.
The not water at least snapped
me out of my shucked numbness
A S4
tI
ASS
A ,
T
hi 6
A
I.
Ourntouse
finished dressing I purpose.,
&viola:Wed looking into the bearcs.m
at Joan I went in. the patio
What .could I do? I raced ha,*
and forth and tried to thing once
I started toward the telephone
to caU police neadquarters and
WI them what had happened For
a field second it had seemed the
only *Nimble thing to do Half-
way to the telephone I stopped
I wouldn't nave a prayer if the
police laid their hands on me re
he held. with,eit nail. for a grand
jury Indictment The best I could
possibly hope for was an outside
chance that some evidence would
be uncovered that would enable
me to beat the rap at the trial.
There wasn't the slightest doubt
in my mind that I would be In-
dicted and tried for first degree
mitrier.
And what could I do to shake
clear of this mess if I were in
Jail awaiting trial?
But what could I do out of
kanotions swept me in waeca l'he I paced the flo
or. I could hide
first one was a mixture of grief I the body. Go 
rent or buy a car,
• and of. pity for
 what had been come back and get -the body and
this iaugliing vtio nad a then hide it 
somewhere. Even
local love of tife My second •mo- before that th
ought had become
tion was one of a cold, hard. sus- completely forme
d i knew that
•tiaiiiing anger at the person or it was ridicu
lous Outside of a
persons who had done this thing voluntarily de
livered confession
And a breath-quickening, muscle- the surest wa
y to hang a guilt
hardening. all consuming desire sign around my
 neck would be to
,to lay my nand* on the person try and bale 
the body. Bodies
or persona who'd done it. have a way 
of not staying hidden.
My third emotion -the one that And topsid
es that nothing In the
had perhaps been clamoring for world' wo
uld have Induced me to
attention ever wince Tel %vented leave that.bod
y.
into the bedroom with the drinks What 
could I do? Where could
one of fear Fear for my- go? my t, 
rain whirled.
self Of what might happen to couldn't 
stay here. What was all
me The instinct for Wlf-preser- Bits 
I'd gotten into? I tried to
eation may at times - and that line It- a
ll out, hoping that the
was one of them- be a shameful various 
segments of things that
thing. Ihey say a man who de- had 
hiappened in the past thirty-
liberateiy seta out to drown him- six hour
s would, like the seg.
self wt14., fight foe afe to the last ments
 of colored glass in a Ka-
ounce of his strength. The in- le
idescope. settle into some sort
etinct for survival now dominat- of 
it balanced ,it-sign.
ed my thinking procwfAea COT- 
Marta Blanding knee'', or had
pletcly Joan was dead. Murdered 
known, something about a huge
And. unless I did something dram- SU
M of money.
tic. and that very quickly. I was
 Marta had disappeared. 
Vig-
o lead-pipe cinch to take the 
rap 'dace was indicated. 
She was
for her murder. I was already
 probably dead.
under suspicion foe Marta Bland- 
A man named Jack Forbes 
had
Dig'. disappearance . wouldn't 
died, been murdered, n
ot quite
have a chance to' heat Ma rap.
 three months'ago Hikna
me Slut
chey wouid nave everything they 
address had been In Itildvta's 
pos-
needed on me except motivation 
session when violence had 
over-
And I knew they could /mem 
taken her This same Jack 
Foetal;
that up without mural trouble, 
had been Joan Morris' 
boyfr!end
hang it on me and make it stick. 
And now Joan was deed.
My detective friend Wade would 
And so there were three 
of
io‘e this He'd rush alto it with I t
tafm
tas sleeves rolled op end when 
Would L I wondered. be 
the
he'd Tleillahed I would have had IL 
fourth?
Everything was let their favor 
I didn't knew where to 
go, but
Ihell eyes I was punk Th
ere • couldn't stay 
there When re
were four people who'd seen me 
come to Joan's house I'd 
made a
•
mentni note of the service s!-
tos.n II . 4 cab t
on a cot- near -loans 2101,:f.
walke on st'ff and onwiclas
.egr to the front door i tried it
iseare' the ,nentai image or loan
as I'd law seen ner. from -es
mind It was ,mporslhla
rnemora screamed for attention
I told myself I think I was
mumbling aloud - that there Jall.6
nothin. I could eo nres to heir
lair I tried to convince- mysett
that it was not my fault she hat'
died Dit wasn't it' What har
happened to Marta had Marlene('
just after she'd met me Would
Joan be alive .ow if I hadn't
contacted her?
It was too much for me I
shook my head to clear it It
didn't help My thoughts wpm-rued
and moiled in futile convolut
ion
I walked through the front uoor.
half -stumbled ,town the steps and
the staggered path to the si
de-
walk I turned toward the filling
station I'd remembered
Halfway down the bloc!, po
lled
up at the curh behind trees
. I
saw a dark sedan MI shocked
nerve, failed to flash warning
signals.
I Was opposite tho, car 
now
The fMnt left door opened a
nd
a man stepped out Another m
an
squirmed mit of the hack scat
The two men stood side by side
not more than five yards from
me. Marenlight filtered through
the leaves, and branches of 
the
tree heeide them and laminced 
off
the shining muzzle of a gun 
in
the right hand of the man 
who'd
been behind the wheel.
I'd he a sitting duck If I trie
d
to run. Sc 1 turd stood 
there,
feeling empty.
'Why!" I uked, though
didn't much cMte. At least
Wouldn't have to _belabor 
my
numbed mind for a decision 
any
mote, The decision was 
being
maNe for me. It was easier t
hat
way.
'Never mind why. Move!"
The arrogant and overbearin
g
tone of his voice snapped me 
out
of my iethargy I wouldn
't op
shoved around without at l
east
paying lip service to resistance.
"You] talk real rofigh." I said.
"I atn real rough." he said.
'Thanks, anyhow, but I think
I'll walk "
"Now?" the second man asked.
The tirst man nodded.
The second man stepped to
-
ward me. his body slig
htly
crouched, nes bands in front 
of
him, like a fighter. There 
was
enongh moonlight to show me 
the
sap in his hard.
`Your naivete appalls me."
Dolan lei toll. "You we
re not
ahallicted:" lie is made to r
eal-
llei‘4°77,nt 
things
IcalnrIniith:PPenMan-
hunt 
am. 
" here tomorrow.
•
-....emo....31/1 11beie,•4014nalleeeese
•
•
•
ey FAD o - 
CoeY FADE 
D-CoeY FAPEO
y Ernie Bushisiller
r Fc6.12 SALE
1.142D REFRIGERATORS, elec-
tric incesirs, electric stoves, Duo-
Therm oil heaters. We blot and
sell used appliances and eheitors.
B. B. Died. Phone 988. TX
NEW & USED TlitEs. We in-
stall mufflers and tail pipes.
Free muffler check. Let us serv-
ice your oar. It pleases us to
please you. We eve Top Value
Stamps. Main Street Shell Serv.,
& Main, pesese 9119. Thomas
Jones, owene. Porter Chalcutt,
manager. M21C
JUST ARRIVED! New shipment
of hying room suite's, platform
rockers, swivel chairs (3 sizes
to cfmese from), bedroom suites,
breakfast sets, &LSO 'good selec-
tion of used stoveeand refrig-
era:tors, wed 1r- t. deep freeze,
metal cabinets of all kinds and
's'Izes• ExPbange Furnitu
re • Co.,
3rd sit Maples Ph. .877. M22C
USED Garden Tractor, disc,
plow. cultivator and grader
blade. CaLl 519, Larnpkins Motor
Seale's. M22C
BUILDING LOT 75x261, end of
1111,1 Street on Story Ave. Call
1721-M. M24C
•••••••• ••••••m• 
Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Ra_clie dlepateneid. trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
ct,ilect. Mayfield 433. Union City
1308. A7C
[Male Help Wanted
WE HAVE an opening for a
super-:" r, weal State Insurance
Co. of Kentucky. Write stenng
full infi,nnation or (-ail in per-
sc.n. 209 Suthrie Bldg., Paducah,
Ky. Inquiries held in confadence.
16121C
A USEFUL ART
JACKSON. Miss. IN -s judge
Leon Hendriclre gave Sam Ma-
son a two-yeer sentence f o r
burgiory but suspended it en
condition that the defendant
"get sr-me practice in the art
ef aralking." Masi,in had been
accused of ejmirriesing the theft
to get money fir cab fare.
Robin Hood Is Top English
"Western", Follows Pattern
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK SR - Of all the
westerns on TV, the one I like
best is an Engli,sh western called
'Robin Hood."
True, "Rubin Hood" is not
cul from the exact pattern of
other TV oaters. In place of
snn-boiled prairie and desert,
it's set among coo/ trees. In
place of six•shooters and bullets,
buffalo, ranches, cavalrymen and
guitars, it offers bows and ar-
rows, deer, (arms, knights and
lutes, In conventional westerns
whisky is the drink; in "Rubin
Hood" the sauce is ale, mead or
wine.
But there are deep similarities
between "Robin Hood" and its
shoot-em-up cousins in the colo-
nies, Like most western heroes,
Robin stands outside society. He
is .fearlete, kind, level-headed
and, a dead shot. As in many
westerns, the law - in this
case, the sheriff 'of Nottingham-
is crooked.
Tongue in Cheek
What distinguishes CBS-TV's
-Robin Hood" from the ordinary
run of saddle soap operas is
its aura of good Tumor and
tongue-in-cheekness. Ordinarily,
TV ' westerns have an air of
'solemnity about them. Even their
"fun" moments - the drunk
thitSien out of the saloon, the
timid hotel clerk running for
cover during a gun-fight, the
scrawny kid who apes the hero's
moments - are rather labored
examples of humor.
--The ordinary western h e'ho
keeps._ his guns loose and his
lips tighe He wears the dolorous
visage of a victim of dyspepsia
and he stalks through his role
with fierce grunts. I suspect
that many of our current western
actcrs efildied in the .Johnny
Weissmuller school of drama.
Ah. but not Robin and his
Merry Men. ,They laugh their
way through. adversity. They
frightened away a phony spook
Monday night and did some
spooking on their own. In ether
eppsodes this season, they have
engaged in pig feeding experi-
ments to aid an impoverished
nobleman, tricked a comely inn-
keeper's daugher out of becom-
ing a member of their band,
saved a Christmas goose from
slaughter, joined forces with a
bogus medicine man, and fright-
ened off a suitor of, Robin's
scmetime girlfriend, Maid Mar-
ian.
As you can see, all of these
sitreations are. .essentially absurd
and it seems to me quite possible
that the people responsible for
turning out "Robin Hood" may
be needling adventure shows
generally with this series.
Played with Skill
What makes "Robin Hood"
credible in spite of its many
broad situations is the quality
of the acting in This English-
made series. Richard Greene who
plays Robin is only pleasantly
adequate, but Alexander Gauge
(Friar Tuck) and Archie Duncan
(Little John) are players of
much skill.
In addition, there are all sorts
of actors who zip in and out
of "Robin Hood" in large and
small parts who are a delight
to watch in action. In England,
important actors don't feel it
it a disgrace to work in small
roles and as a result, a show
like "Rubin Hood" takes on a
tronderful gloss in its playing
that no other TV series is able
to..match.
"Robin Hood," I suspect. is
a'clied mostly by the-kiddies.
1,-1 if -you're a western fan
with a hankering for the 7iffbeat,
or maybe just .an admirer of
• killful cc.ine "Robin Hood"
may prove a surprising palatable
dish.
Mental Health
Is A Practice
Says Doctor
The Channel Swim: "Wingo,"
the new CRS-sTV quiz which
replaces "The Eve Arden Show"
April 1, will offer a top prize
of $250,000 - Bob Kennedy will
emcee. Johnny Carson, w h o
guests on the *Polly Bergen
Show" this Saturday will unveil
a new routine about a comedy
team called "Ed Sullivan andi
Steve Allen."
Sid Caesar's ABC-TV show
this Sunday won't be live -
be on video tape. Arthur Godfrey
will pinch-hit for Garry Moiire
cuLtBS-TV's "I've Got a Seri,
!nig Wednesday - Moore
an illness in his family. El
Hope's April 5 NBC-TV show ,
won't be composed entirely of'
footage shot in Moscow - he's I
also going to splice in a portion
that salutes beisbol stars Duke ,
Snider. Willie Mays and Lew i
Burdette. •
-The 'sponsor Of-NBC - TV's
-Restless Gun"- offered ansinie-
resting premium for aspiring
juvenile delinquents 51H onda y
night - a booklet entitled "The
Secrets of the Fast Draw."
By DELOS SMITH
United Pram Science Editor
NEW YORK 611 - As Dr.
Charles E. Goshen says, people
are always telling you "mental
health`ils wonderful," - but they
don't tell you what mental health
is. To fill, this crying need,
Goshen :ells you. , SE
First .of all, mental health 'is
a "practice," he said. Definitely
it is not Merely being "for"
something, b u t of -practicing
something in a concre,e and
consistent way." The whole mat-
ter, that simply is a matter of
"good mental health practices."
These practices are those atti-
tude* and activities which have
"the characteristics of being rea-
sonable. :hurrien, cu - operatIve,
honest, responsible, far-sighted,
considerate, warm, friendly, dem-
ocratic, and tolerant," he said.
Defines Poor Practices
Turning over the coin, he de-
fined poor mental health prac-
tices as attitudes and activities
Crackdown On Jaywalkers
NEW YORK It  - It may cost
$1 to walk across a New York
street against a traffic signal
come June 1. A spokesman for
Traffic Commissioner T. T. Wiley
said Tuedsay the department has
decided to adopt an anti-jay-
walking regulation that would
allow police to hand summonses
to pedestrians who ignore "Don't
Walk" signals.
PAGE FIVE
which are "unreasonable, cruel„,
corrupt, reckless, short-sighted,
unknd, unfrieneilY, dogmatic, in-
toleillne autocratic, dominating,
and exploitative.,"
Dr. Goshen is an official of
the American Psychiatric An.
-in charge of the association's
project o r . educating general
mediCal practitioners in psychia-
tric principles, He. was lecturing
in the technical journal of the
American Academy of- General
Praotice.
"NI of us are concerned, in
a far-reaching way, with the
problem of our own self-esseem,
or pride," he said, speaking of
people in general. -What we' base
teak __self-esteem on, what we
dft, in life to pre:.;erve it, or
elevate it, or ,destroy it, has a
great d o :web deierrrening
what kind Orpe'ople we are.
Unreasonable People
. "The unreasonable people we
meet (and they may be known
as neurotics, psychotics, delinq-
uents, people with psychosmatic
problems or maladjus,ed people)
generally base their self-esteem
or self-confidence they are fight-
ing for.
"In contrast, the person who
engages in- good mental heal,h
practices is one , who bases his
self-esteem on being something
desirable-, through the practice of
desirable qualities.
MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main $t. Telephone 134
'YOUR HOMF.-I.:WNED LOAN CO.'
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- SPRING SPECIALS -
WHILE THEY LAST
PLAY SWING SETS  119.95 • 24.95
 - 37.95
(Less 100a When You Assemble)
GOLF SETS. 5 Irons and 2 Woods 
 39.95
BOY'S 26-INCH BICYCLE 
 34.95
ANDERSON COMBINATION ALUMINUM 00019   34.5
0
- LARGEST TOOL DEPT. IN TOWN -
ROUND POINT SHOVEL (long handle) 
 2.95
YARD BIRD LAWN RAKE 
 .90
TRASH BURNER 
 2.10
PLASTIC WASTE' BASKET 
 .95
-- WE OPEN EARLY A.M. =
G.E. • SUNBEAM - WESTINGHOUSE - STEAM IRON 12.9
5
2.9,5
3.49
2.95
WEAR-EVER 8-CUP PERCOLATOR 
OICEDAR SPONGE MOP 
20-GAL. GALV. GARBAGE CAN 
PLASTIC LAUNDRY BASKET 
CLOTHES DRYING RACK (woodi 
RIJID KNEE-ROOM IRONING BOARD 
WEAR EVER HALLITE 2'2-CUP SAUCE PAN  
COMET 8-CUP ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR 
HAVE TOOLS....WILL RENT -
FLOOR POLISHER'S - ORBITAL SANDERS - VACUUM
CLEANERS - LAWN ROLLERS
2.95
2.25
12.95
3.95
7.95
TARKS HARDWARE
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
12th & Poplar Phone 1142
NANCY
WITHIN A YEAR
SCIENTISTS WILL HAVE
DOZENS OF ARTIFICIAL
MOONS IN THE SKY
ABBIE an' SLATS
e-
AND WHEN WE POUND ASSOUrfb
PP'COF YOU WERE THE ONLY SON
OF ANN HOGART - MY SISTE -
NE WERE ECSTATICALLY
HAPPY. YOU SEE, MY
BOY, I HAD SPENT
YEARS SEARCHING
OR MY SISTER--
--- AND WHEN I DISCOVERED
HER WHEREABOUTS -IT WAS
TOO LATE-. BUT I HAD RENEWED
HOPE WHEN I FOUND OUT
SHE HAD A SON -
YOU
-ate
by Raeburn Van Buren
YOu ARE MY CL(...7,E5T BLOOD
RELATION, SLATS, I SHALL
THINK CP YOU FROM NOW
ON AS MY SON
LIL' ABNER
se's IT HAIN'TSsONNA
PEACHES AN
CREAN\ r-HERE CO'VsE
THET PEST MOONSE-Ve\-
ALLUS MAKIN' E'YES
AT ME if
<70 WAY, e70'
11!•A1-.1", SLOPP's
STRANIGEIR.T!'
*Y0' IS SICKENIK1'
MAPI HAWCaS!!
 ••••••=••••
- LIA
0441*--1
.app
IF AI-4 SICKENS A
HAYSG, WHUT'LL
TN' SIGHT 0' KeE
DO TO SWEET;
DELL"-(UT DASY
MAE ?- 
•
.A
-
• SI
•
• 9
A -
••
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The Ledger & Times
Farm News and Other Items of Interest to Our
FARM PAGE
Readers in the Rural Areas and Communities of Calloway County
-"Firre:
-asiasaA.saast
_ ylianataka • .a.."‘„,r"
• Dairy Heifers Grazed Swine Testing
bn Various Grass ,Station To
0 en At UK
(Cont,nu:->r: Page 1)
grca zed ray ta.s,ry hem f en- . • the
Kentucky Experiment
put the met we ton •...h e an:-
mais in a five-rrranath granng
teat using three different grass-
es. -
A/YU:ally. said the -remembers.
the braane and onahard grae
were mixtures. a large amount
being bklegrnre. up to 50 per-
cent in some areas On the fes-
s, cue. however, because this er atser
rs, a "taste - sod" plant, there
wa5 41..7.* a anal] amount- -of
bluegrass.
Average drily gain was 1.74
pounds_ In Jacobean, research-
er. says. Daily gain on the sec -
,nd gra. Oischandsraola vete 1.-
33 pauntis; on Ky 31 femme.
064 p .unde and an G1-43 fes-
cue ar.. expenrnental Aram.
0.13 peiride
Begra sseeond
rnoint in "total dagessaibles
nulasients" TDN) produced per
acre. with 1. 8.56 es:Inds. Ilse
,Ky 31 fescue was a Ise
va-th. 2.256 pounds of TDN
per acre Orchardgrass was
•
thred. with 2.640 poiirats and the
01-43 lase. with 2.445, peuradia
Daily dry-matter ninaumption
acTs tested t 1/1210 p nets of
body we.gtr was 25 pouts& for
die archon:le:ass. 24 for the
hr eneie - M far the Ka 3 1
feseue, and 18
feasue Percent
geatitclaty woe
arena rclarrass. 63
and 62 cads for
the G2-43.
for the 61-43
dry-nutter di-
64 f she
for the berme.
the Ky 31 and
Black Shank .
tosses High
LEXINGTON. Ky -Kentucky
farmers lost an eatirrratect $475.-
000 on 'their 1957 tobacco crop.
from the - fungus disease. black
,shank
It was the highest dotter loss
in Kentucky since black shank
became a' problem:--says the
UK Agricultural_Extenston Serv-
ice, which anouticed the figures
this week
The were 697 farms report-
ing black shar.k on their land
for :he first • time of the 1,766
farms reporting in 1957; 613
farmers returned their 1957 crop
to infested, land 'despite Exten-
• LEXINGTON. K. -The Kene
- ucky Agricultural Experiment
Station moves into public swine-
evatuatien work this spring, the
+-first time such work has been
carried en in the state.
`The ,W'3' is establishment
of 'a public swine-evaluation .sta-
:ion tan Coldsaream Fates: UK's
new -experimental layout here
Funds hare tv'en furnished by
•he•Department of Economic De-
seloprreht, a total of $5.000.
C. E. Barnhalle, swine re-
searcher, said tent-porary facili-
ties to -test, 20 litter-pairs of
nits consigned by breeders of
the state would be set up. A
selection cornmitee will pick the
animals frail proposed entries.
The pilot testing station. Barn-
hart said. -is. established with
the hope we'll get a larger and
permanent testing set-OP in :he
near fu:ure."
s -Purpose- -is to- help parebred
swine breders identify and mul-
tiply superior, meat-type strains
of hogs and to make these
available to commercial pnxiuc-
.
sion Service warnings :
shank-clean ap. z•p4_, had no
losses; 586 farmers heeded the
advice and rr, Ned the 1957 crop
-i.as "clean land", With varied
FARMERS -HOME Owners
LET US
SPRAY
YOUR HOME,BARN or •
BUSINESS HOUSE
• EXCELLENT WORK
• COMPLETE JOB
Metal Roofs Sprayed With Asphalt Base
Alutninum Paint
THIS WORK GUARANTEED
SUOLUS WORK CLOTHES 
•
For Farmers, Fishermen, Welders, Body Men
In White, Khaki, Green, Blue
ALL POPULAR SIZES
GLINDEL REAVES
Lynn Grove Highway, • Phone 184-W
QUALITY FEED SERVICE
"Satisfaction, Our Best Salesman-.,
Stella Feed & Seed Co.
- and -
Hazel Grain & Milling Co.
Plant at Hazel Opens Monday, Mar, h 17 ,
SHELL CORN
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
POPCORN SEED * FIELD CORN SEED
FERTILIZER
ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
Custom Grinding and Mixing
Custom grinding at Stella. Talk to Potts or
Bazzell on contract feeding of hogs and
dairy or beef cattle. •••••
We have complete line of ingredients — just
tell us how you want your feed mixed and
we promise satisfaction.
WE DELIVER ANYWIII.RE
attfer-teeting."-Barna
ay.ers moved theirereps es - black-Attar said_ "such superi3r s'rains- 
can be identified and !hen in-
creased."
In testing work, the research-
ers will check on litter size.
birth weights. 56-day weight,
'ackfat thititness, length of side
.rid carcass evaluation for su-
aerior swine characteristics. The
'esters also will check prolificacy.
aaithering and meking ability.
rate "of gain, feed utilization
efficiency, individual - conforrna-
- ion. etc.
Two pigs, each from qualified
aurebred litters, will be accepted
fr namination, Barnhart said:
'hese pigs must meet Production
Registry requirements for their
respective breeds. One barrow
and one , gilt from the litter
will constitute the litter test-
pair.
Advice and services of a Ken-
tucky Extension Service swine
specialist will • be a feature of
• the_ testing pregram. This spec-
'altar will work with each breed-
er consigning, help him evaluate
•hea data collected, and show
him how to make a better breed-
ing program.
Litters must be nominated
within 111 days of farrowing, and
a $5 namination fee must ac-
company each application. -Proe-
pective consignees are lintite4 to
Kentucky breders of purebred
,wine. Pigs sent for testing will
he donated to the University
partially defray labor and
feed costs, and they must have
been properly immunized against
cholera before shipment.
Barnhart said full details, on
'he project are available at his
office. Animal Husbandry See-
!ion, UK, Dairy Products Build-
At. Lexington
-The 55.000 grant was obtained
•hrough the efforts of George
Hubley and Frank -Le Bus of
'he Department of Economic De-
velopment The selection com-
mittee is composed of H. M.
Hunt. Bourbon S4 o c k +Yards.
Louisville. chairman: Carl Fisch-
er, Louisville packer; Hayden Halehaven season. two weeks
I Timmons. •Louisville radioman: ahead f Elberta and will likely
I LeBus: and Roscoe Howe, May, replace _She Halehaven. It is, field, feed manufacturer. larger. .firrner, brighter colored
arid has non - browning flesh.
itedskin ripens wi•h Elberta, has:
high color, is sweeter than El-
berta. ships well -and is a god
home-freezing variety.
again, if grain yields ARE clean-
ed, apply the nitorgen about now.
from
Kentucky
Substation
weakly round-up of activities,
research, and obser•at,ons by the
Substat.on staff at Pr.nceton )
VP
`'.1 frate Has
',any Trees
rm. Planting
NEW PEACH VARIETIES
DOING WELL
Eleven new peach varieties.
tried here at the Princeton Ex-
periment Substation. "have shown
much promise." says W. D. Arm-
strong. station horticulturist.
Each af the 11 varieties are
promising enough, he said., to
justify limited trials in areas
where high-quality peaches are
desired. Inceras.ed use of tree-
ripe peaches has increased de-
mand for peaches-at-the-orchard
in the state. Armstrong said.
The varieties and their ap-
proximate ripening dates at
Princeton are as follows: Sun-
haven. a:July; Ranger. July 13;
Aichhaven. . July 24; Redglobe.
July 24: Prairie Rose, July *24-,
Lering. July 30; Blake. -Aug's.;
Redskin. Aug. 10: Dixired Ia
clingstone), June 25. Nectar
(white Mahe July 20; and Late-
rose 'white flesh a Aug 20 The
first eight named above are free-
stone types and with a yellow
flesh.
Armstrong said !he Nectar and
luietose are white-fleshed free-
stones !hat ripen, respectively,
before and after Georgia Belle,
'he standard peach; the latter
is a very sun fruit subject to
insect injury and has bad drop-
ping qualities at maturity; Nectar
and Laterose are gund prospects
to replace Georgia Belle. at least
partially.
Ranger is brighter colored and
firmer-fleshed •han Golden Jubi-
lee, and is replacing the latter:
Richhaven is a variTiy of the
T.F.XINGTON. KY -- About
e-eltion 'seedling trees will be
,aekable thie year far forestry
r rittnilVr. . ears James New-
-in. Kentucky E iraerrann set -
ers foreseer
This is about 6 million more
an were available in 1957.
AIlI trees: will sell for $7 per
lenissand. r• 'wept .Soth pine:
the 1-atter ge far $10 a threesand;
however, they are far Chit
'rr.? production only. Nevmun
t ed.
These -remits:neap sardene should
he made right neat. "The volume
aaters has been heavy the•fava weeks. AStatnigh more
erianegs are available this year,
• is; de acertain tate larger a.ip-
"will care af auOrders.
Ref .recaa.an ' epeeiee avail-
:lea. are "atate pine. shortleaw
ptne, la,biollypine and black lo-
cu. Some stmt.-tied walnut a!-
,' are available.
Paper Sulphite
Waste Recovery To
Receive Study
, A apecial kind of m atsproof-
ing is being diune by the ennui-
, facturers of eerie w >oder) tab-
CON, KY. -- Quality , itys of wool and other animal
as the keyword when St cemes ! ffabers affalnt all w-jol-eastng
to saamamig material far that i :meets for the life of- the arti-
arm, wolf ,Usiiaarred Shp cover 1 .:-.1e-
qtakt`"`‘rt"414‘ La ratelY delenn''nea I tension el.ehing siescialat. ca-
lks. ashaftiotian '4 the covered LI po,an, that this unusual result
ts:::set•.1.60s.ey hams. turnistnrigs : .,a„  postdate because Mein. a
•4ile,t'at'"!* ed 'he Ungyrt..Y.._9(1 seeerecaaa is used in much the
. . A ft nially w‘ven fabric of ,s4te:e pewita aYaatth,,agt eithyee$Tirg,,beiess''cbesta;n,he'
r ere ' s !wasted scree assures a or than rentaining on the sue-
s, % er that wona sag Mar pun face.
..:14 .0 the steams. Sernembers
say the sgseciahess, that it wall
.aske-the same number of heath
I
of ksbor to make a , cover of penance, texture or "hand”
paor nweterise: lust may stretch -the trilateral. it is said. Neither
t
at- -Mc As one that wilt give is it affeated by dry -cleaning, 
-I''6'4 11 t ser‘eee
- watheng, wear, salt water or
-- Ssasse l autsl fabrics are light. 
Svi ..•idirt, denim, cotton tweed,
Shee Main can be ttsed onanan era ties arid these weith a
t,7.,,,, 1.,„,....Nab,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,, Came. all tssees -1 wriolens, worsteds,
the nitrogen. Corder uses, but la is-as en •AsubPerY inatecfallii are and bbendF 'dab "Itler frIneist-- —_ __ i: can be used on garments for
casitas gut are wit ovi,„„ men. w, man and children, even
bai" ur''.  nlaY be c"vered wi-M--"Iftlevseatn';',i, FVtGr'Sitliagcoasutts.ts, cb-'si7sles‘1,
felt an soles, bknketa, uphois-
tette. :carpets and rugs are some
at Ise- aarinlate--thist--kayes -been
ao :attar-ed. _
An advantage of this .treat-
me,,, says Mass Laaake. e that
the chanacal is applied in the
ma nufact us- e of wawa yard goods.
tecs'on than do applscatraras to
made-up garments with their
fatalt sorry sdentateatten tags.
CHICAGe - - Chemical!
engineers foresee an "almost
Ynkmited" apportunity to Ul11-
17.e three million , tore of waste
auiphste aquae- the resin and
paper industry throws away
each year.'
At the annual meeting of the
American Institute ef -Chemical
Engineers. L. M. WTI:ern ee Jr..
arid A. J. Wiley preaserstod a
pane/ -,r1 chemical recovery in
the, pulp and paper industry
What rep.rted on preceeeres be-
ing developed by the Sulphite
Pulp Mantallacturers' Research
League. A ppleaon, Wis.
At'/resent many of the sul-
fite wastes are being dumped in
atreamis. • meatus( a pulluffoo
prataken, as well as ecsarerrnic
loss ,to the mantitheturer.
At a few pulp mills predates
such as yeast, vat-Lakin. ethanol,
adhesives and dispensing agents
are being taken frcrrn the waste.
Top Dressing Consider The New Way To
Is Needed ;Quality Of Halt Moil's
LEXINGTON a' - Farmer. 1Cover 'Fabrics -
must determine princip.s1 use ‘4
the small grain field -, grain
yield against ,establShrreett ot
grass and clover - ..brtVIV AP'
ply ing nitrogen fertiliser. .
That's, the report of sleszce
Cercleis UK •Extension Seel, we
fertility specialist
,Wherv grin heleis are tep-
drees.:1_ with 20. TO- 89 peUasta
ef -statual nitrogen_ taits
sear - just before grain grew IN
varts - larger grain yielder is
be noted
But if farmers plan to itie
a grass and closer mixture in
e grain held. ub a sprung
application of nitia.gett wilt re-
duce the chances a ettuns the
1r stand.
cause nitinren.w111 ent.earatre, the
small grain growth to he point
where grass and clover is smoth-
ered alit
So, to get,jp.xxl !tun& of
grass or clever7 sa'-'7"crist•W4-a few
bushels of grain and withhold
re 
chvam:Thc ab''"t. -41181 Wes Verna Cezke, UK EX-
lighter weatet fabcica.. _such as
&cc gnetharn and isrargra. per-
cale. waiting, and glazed. and
•unenzed &Ent?.
Dana forget to look fit' Ise -
petard guarantee on the gel-
vage or tag sasang that the tab-
etc wftl rae ihrttak more than a '
given percent liVehoult such in-
formation. 'the mate rsailast be
ehrunken at home or at the shy
cleaner's before the ewer i3 I
made and yardage allOW'Rnee
made for it
Many fabrics are not only
ender:zed for shrinkage. but are
ales, treated to repel moisture
and end, and to starcl wrinkles.
The ch \ice at plain or pat-
terned, fabelc will depend On
the use f.f color in the watts,
leasperSes. rugs and to a - certain
esters.. the dee:mat:ye objects in
the eons If the walls and floor
covering are patterned, clvaise
a plain, color for the dap .cover;
or if they are plain, the sip
cover rri ght have a floral de-
sagn which eombin es the ear-
:4,1M colors in the roam.
A barge scaled I". rl pat-
tern ataeald be used anly in a
large room With marry plain
areas; a small mom call for
pin ix. a sma'l-acaled pat-
tern its oft eslore
v:temics
Tried On
Seed Lots •
LEXINGTON. KY.  Sya-
temc inceetrie:de, matertaki
whi ch dirculate thensu,ghout
Lines:the plargs and privan In-
sees feeding on the plants --
worked "very well" when tried
hat year on efalla seed by the
UK Agr'.clabtural Ex-per:men.
St a t•i,'n en•orn.,1,rgy department
The malt-eagles contained pea -
arer -- a partieulor peat of
alfalfa -- tip to akx weeks after
the treated seed was planted.
invecracides used were Thim -
et and DI - syston. slava Ken-
nett Star enia ales** '
The materials, for arsine rea- 4,0
son. were !cone to plants grewn
erewn in 'he ereersh sise from
Insetted -awl. he IRMO: when
treated seed was used in the
field, plants were not affected.'
He mixed the orneder• uts
Wttri-innthnroofing is odorless,
and in na way changes the al , -
Eradicate Provost
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
— Licensed & Insured —
Sam Kelley
Phone
f...a.a.C. I •C
WATCH OUT
FOR
BARGAINS
SALE
ON
RTs
DEMAND
GENUINE CAT
REPLACEMENT PARTS
for your equipment
Wilt a SubStitute part, con you
be aisa, By genume CAT ports
from Whoyn• Supply Be Safe,
CATERPILLAR*
INA-I AY N E
c7staP4luo
C•Pwr.tott,  located branches IR
• Ashliel • 11•••loog Greell
Carl,. • Pal.celt • Fv•our.n. (Imo;
carbine, to &sat the uses* and
used a "Acker" material to
keep the aced; covered. The.
nearest did not interfere with
irerrni nett ien was defirr•PN af
f erited. he noted, and informs-
t of tractereal nr•illie,  (a
necessary nnocess in grawi rag)
ama was affected "Mil was met-
ed even when only smaX
arnourte f the mat eriail--abosat
2 paunch per 100 paunch of seed
-- were used
Starks said annoying of three
new ritr sphabic, experimental
insert es, dos on leaves of greaa
hne alfalfa woc pran,.sirta: con-
tea ,.f inessete was E•grediliVe.
JEWISH PUBLICATIONS SET
MOSCOW Rs --Russia shwa-mei
easay that it had inatunirated a
new program for translation and
publication of worka by Jewish
authors and poets. The Soviet
news agency Ties reprirteA 'ha'
poems hy praminent Rlu si a a
Jewish men of letters, Samuel
Galkin and itsik Peter, were
slated for publication soon.
tr.
Foderal Inspection Meat Good
LEXINGTON. KY. -- Learn
to la -1( f r' and recogrde the
round meat inspect' un seal of
th Federal igavernmant when
you ah •p for meat, Miss Eliza-
beth Hellon, UK Extenviou food
epeea ft-St advises. Is 'use, wives.
"You can buy Fderally in-
artsea'sid meat and meat prodesets
arab itaanddetnce, from the stan-
dard shwa and reaSs to the
on 'he market," she said." sthe
said. "The USDA inspection
oragram protracts-your food dol-
lar as well as :your health."
Labels op Federally Inspected
produces beer a round seal and
are ri quilted to be clear-cut
honest. deeeriptions of the prod-
uces lf .more thin 'sv: :ngredis
ents are used, they are listed in
she order of predarriSnance. Im-O
aa'acn products are, labeled as
sack
Was Helean cited the case of -
haibecued meats • sold across
state :Ones 'as an instance sh,AV-
ng the meticulous manner in
war ah 'ha service operates. The
USDA's Meal Inspection Div is-
an recently ruled that 'meats
baked.. or • roasted in barbecue
sr. um cannot be labeled
beeued." To carry that term,
meats must have laeen cooked
D y the &resat heat of a hard-
wad fire or it.; eneakS.
fel‘.n MUM standards have been
;et up far many meat products,
raid Miss Helton
Murray Livestock Co.
— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
March 18, 1959
TOTAL HEAD 519
Good Quality Fat Steers  $22.00-25.70
Med. Quality Butcher Cattle . 18.00-21.00
Baby Beevea____,— . 20.00-27.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type • ...  17.00-19.00
Canners and Cutters  10.00-16.50
19.75 downBulls
VEALS —
Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals 
No. 2 Veal.;
Throwouts
'40GS —
ISO to 230 pounds
 30.50
28.80
26.30
1.00-22.60
  21 25
One Coat CINDRSEAL
Seals Against Dampness
$590 gal.
Covers any basement wall, wet or dry-painted
or unpainted -with lust one coat. Resiats mildew,
fungus. alkali and lime. Choose from 8 decorator
colors and white. Colors never fade.
TIDWELL PAINT STORE
1210 WEST MAIN ST.
49
Do You Plan To Have A Garden?
If you are planning a' garden, by all means get a
50-lb. bag of poison fertilizer and disc it in when pre-
paring your seed bed. The cost is only '2.00. This way,
you fertilize your soil and destroy the insects.
GET YOUR GARDEN SEEDS AT THE COOP —
THEY ARE TESTED AND TREATED!!'
ON THE ROSEBUSH DEAL — GET CLIMBER FREE WITH THE
PURCHASE OF 10 LBS. OF LAWN AND ROSE
FERTILIZER FOR ONLY $1.191
Calloway County Soil Imp. Assoc.
MURRAY, KY, PHONE 207
•
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